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Pershing Wipes Out

In-

surgent Tribe.
THE GRAND

ARMY IS

ARRIVING.

invited to be present and Join In the
debate. Thursday the congress will
act upon tue resolutions, and closing .
exercises will be held. The following
day there will be an excursion to
Rocky Ford, and to the Salvation Goal
Army colony at Amity, In the Arkansas valley.

national Irrigation Congress to

Con-- -

iene at Oolorado Springs.
HEW ORLEANSJAILWAY BANKRUPT.

0 Manila. Oct. 4. Capt. John J.
0 Persuing' column has completely
0 routed the Macln Moros, in the
0 island of Mindanao, killing or
0 wounding a hundred of them and
capturing and destroying forty
0 forts. Two Americans were
0 wounded. On Tuesday the Moros
0 retired to their largest and strong- 0 est fort on the lake shore, and
0 Wednesday Captain Pershing at- 0 tacked them with artillery, bom- 0 liardlng the enemy for three
0 hours. At noon Lieutenant Lor- 0 ing, leading a squad of men, at- 0 tempted to set fire to the fort.
0 He crept under the walls, and
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started a blaze, but the Moros dis- - 0
covered him and forced the Amer- - 0
leans to retreat. During the after- - 0
noon the sultan of Cabugalan lead 0
a sortie at the head of a band of 0
fanatics armed with krises. They 0
crept through the grass and 0
.

sprang up and attacked the Amer-- 0
leans. The sultan was wounded 0
six times and boloed an American 0,
before he died.
His followers 0
were killed.
In the darkness 0
Wednesday night Captain Persh- - 0
ing took his batteries within a 0
hundred yards of .the fort, closed 0
In his infantry line and resumed 0
the attack. The Moros broke 0
through twice and attempted to 0
escape by the beach, but were dis- - 0
covered and many of them were 0
killed. The Moros abandoned the 0
fort early on Thursday, after flf- - 0
teen hours' bombardment.
Cap- - 0
tain Pershing destroyed the rest 0
of the forts and returned to Camp 0
Vicars the same day. It is be- - 0
lieved that the moral effect of the 0
defeat of the Moros will be great. 0
General Davis has ordered that 0
hostilities be stayed in order to 0
permit the sultan of Bacalod and 0
other hostile sultans , to make 0
peace. The sultans of Maeiu 0
were confident of their ability to 0
defeat the Americans and vowed 0
before the fight to enter slavery 0
voluntarily if they themselves 0
were defeated.
0

0
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GRAND ARMY.

Veterans of the Civil War Arriving In
Washington.
Washington, Oct. 4. The boys who
wore the blue in the 'tills, now grizzled
veterans who are nearing the last mile
stone of life's Journey, are mobilizing
in the national capital in anticipation
annual encampment
of the thirty-sixtof the Grand Army of the Republic.
Every arriving train today is bringing
its quota of visitors and by tomorrow
morning the rush will be on in earnest. No city in the country Is better
able to care for a large gathering than
Washington and this fact is demonstrated by the admirable manner In
which the veterans are being cared for
on their arrival and assigned to quar-

ters.
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CONGRESS.

Large Attendance Expected at the Colorado Springs Meeting.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 4. The
tenth national irrigation congress,
which will open here Monday,
ises to lie the largest and most Influential body of the kind which has yet
assembled in the west. Delegates began to arrive today and Chairman
Wantland and members of the executive committee are busy with the preliminary arrangements.
Tomorrow
large delegations are expected from
Vtah, Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska,
Texas, California, New Mexico, Arizona, Washington and Oregon.
Monday there will be addresses by
congressmen and governors, and a reception will be given for President
Walsh and the delegates by the chamber of conr.nerce iu tne Antlers hotel
in the evening. Tuesday will be devoted to a discussion of forestry-ancolonization. Wednesday will be devoted entirely tt a discussion of the
national irrigation act. its operations
and possibilities. 3 be leading irrigation experts in th country will I on
hand to take part in the discussion
and all the senators and representatives of the states and territories in
the arid region have been especially

the New York, Ontario & Western
road, claimed that Mitchell's proposition had a string to It. as he said that
Mitchell could not order the miners to
return to work without submitting the
proposition to a rote of the convention
and this would take two weeks.
of
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will remain In the territorial metropolis until Monday morning, when he
and Mr. Stone will go up to Santa Fe.
Mr. Alexander says Otero and Lincoln
counties, through which the El Paso-RocIsland runs, will have fine exhibits of the resources of those two
counties at the approaching territorial
fair. '
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Lawyers Fighting Over Stratfon

bitrate Differences.

Estate.

Fe

Frost Faction Carry Santa
Delegaticns. v'

Fot Ball Season.
"Chicago, 111., Oct. 4 For the first
Last Dance.
time this season there will be a comAt Orchestrion hall tonight will lie ERIE EXPRESS IN FATAL WRECK.
OFFICES OF PRESIDENT DECLINED. plete muster on the college gridirons COLLEGE FOOTBALL SEASON OPENS
given the last dance till after the terthis afternoon. In the west there have
winning in the final play
ritorial fair. Next week carpenters
already been some irregular skirwith Miss Louisa A. Wells, of the
will transform the hall Into an exhibitoday
It
praceast
In
will
Now
mishes.
the
The
Will
to
Proceed
Strike
the
Big Ocean Steamship Makes Its tion room for the fair. All those who Another of the St. Louis Boodler A-lBrookline Country club, 4 up 3 to play.
opening
tically
of
be
season.
the
the
There was a large gallery present.
with to attend the best ball of the seaThe foot ball warriors of Yale, PennBitter End.
Maiden Trip.
dermm Arrested.
son will visit Orchestrion hall this
Street nailway Bankrupt.
sylvania, Brown, Harvard and Cornell
evening.
New Orleans, Oct. 4. Two stockwill all be seen in the fray.
holders and bondholders of the New NO EXTRA SESSION
OF C0N6RESS.
SMELTER
RECEIVING ITS MACHINERY.
THE PRESIDENT'S
HEALTH IS
68C3.
COMPLETE COLLAPSE.
Orleans Railway company, today, went
Into the civil district court and asked
CHEERING : NEWS.
Acident to a Country Wagon and Its
for the appointment of a receiver for
' Colorado Springs, Oct. 4. The light
Washington, Oct. 4. It Is not yet
CI
Occupants.
0 Special to The Citizen.
the company, alleging mismanagement known whether President Roosevelt
over the Stratton millions was resumYesterday
while the 0 Santa Fe, Oct 4. The admlnis- - 0
afternoon
on the part of officers and directors will Issue a statement commenting
ed today when the executors named by crowds were gathering to see the pro- O tratlon won three precincts out of 0
and their failure to operate the cars upon the result of yesterday's coal American Lumber Company Will Build the late
appeared be cession pass along the streets four na- O four in the city of Santa Fe and a O
of the company with consequent Im- conference. Some of the cabinet mem-berfore Judge James A. Orr in the county tive women who llye across the river O big majority In the county. Cat- - 0
Saw Mills and Factories Here.
pairment of the Interests of the petiwill advise against such a course.
court and offered the will for probat- beyong the bridge were going down 0 ron lost his precinct and is not a 0
tioners. Not a passenger car has been There is disappointment that the effort
ing. The battle in reality centers about Second street in an old rickety wagon, 0 delegate to the convention? An- - 0
moved on the company's track since of the president met with no better
whether the court will accept this in drawn by one little, poor old horse. 0 tonio Ortiz Salazar lost bis pre- - 0
last Sunday, owing to a strike of the success, but it seems to be the opinion
LETTER FROM DIRECTOR MERRIAM.
strument as the last will and testa- They had in the wagon quite a lot of 0 clnct and Is not a delegate to the 0
.
employes.
Of those who are cognizant of the sitment of the mining king, or whether, groceries.
0
Just in front of M. P. 0 convention.
uation that the administration can do
as the administrators claim, the will is Stamm's residence one of the hind 0
0
LEG BROKEN.
John A. Lee Is in receipt of a letter invalid liecause its maker is alleged
no more. The good offices of the presifrom W. C. Merrlam, of Chicago, who to have been insane In August, 1902, wheels broke al to pieces and all fell
Young Man from San Marcial Hurt at dent to settle the strike was the limit 1b
the ground. There was a little
a director and promoter of the Am- when It was drawn. The administra- to
Of his power. Late last evening the
Fatal Railway Wreck.
girl, one little boy anl a baby besides
Local Depot
company,
erican
In
Lumber
which
. Pa.,
that
operators
Wnllamsport,
In
were
Oct. 4. Th
who
conference
the
game
played
tors
a
delay
of
today
and
George Martin, 2124 McGee street,
gentleman writes encouragingly of the had the court postpone the hearing of the women. The boy was Injured to Northern Central railroad ' passenger
extent,
badly.
some
Mr.
not
Kansas City, fell beneath the wheels called upon Secretary Root but the
Stamm
company's big enterprises for this city. the will until later in the day and intiImof the southbound passenger train at position they had assumed made it
and he and Fred Par- train known as the "Erie express,"
That part of the letter, of Interest to mated that they would attempt to have furnished a pole,
ish and Rev. W. D. Clayton, who hap- crashed into the rear end of a freight
the depot this morning, fracturing his possible to carry the negotiations this city, reads as follows:
a postponement until some day next pened to he passing, fixed up the wa- train near Milton, Pa., this morning.
left leg and receiving a number of mi- further, altnough various phases of the
.
"In view of the present volume of
gon by resting one end of the pole on Passenger Engineer Wheeland, of Har-nor injuries. He was taken to the lo- situation were briefly discussed. Presi- our stock sales, I have not hesitated to week.Stringrlsburg,
Freight
Conductor
members
and
Mitchell
and
other
the
dent
cal railway hospital where he received
the front axle and letting the other
Case Set for Trial.
killed. ' Fireman Shaffer, of
committee assure our friends that we will double
end stick out behind, resting on the er were
medical attention. Martin is a young of the anthracite miners' conference,
Springs,
by
Colorado
4.
Oct.
the
of
day
of
sales
the
amount
1st
When
passenger
the
the
yesterday's
train was seriously hurt.
who
attended
expressman
came along
man well spoken of by his friends
December next, and that we will com- second attempt was made at 11:30 ground. An
passengers was injured. '
along the Santa F. Martin is tmploy-e- left Washington at 10:15 today over mence operations actively and aggres- o'clock to probate the will of Mr. Strat- and took the groceries and little boy. None of the
& Ohio railroad for their
women drove the horse and
on th rail cutting machine now at the Baltimore
One of
,
Arrest or a Boodler.
Wilkesbarre. Before sively in New Mexico on or before the ton before Judge Orr, in the county the restthe
headquarters
at
walked, and thus they went on
work in San Marcial. Yesterday he boarding
atorneys
court,
I.
Harry
1st
for
of
December.
Stratton,
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 4. Chief of PoMitchell
said
train,
that
the
came to the city to attend the show.
"You are aware that it has been my the son, appeared and asked the court their way rejoicing, thankful to the lice Ktely received a telephone mesprobably soon after his arrival in
gentlemen for their assistance.
He spent his time well and was feelsage from the captain oi the tenth no-Issue directions Judgment from the start that we to Issue a summons calling all the legne
would
Wilkesbarre
ing good about the time to go home.
lice district at 11:45 this morning to
to the miners as to how to proceed, but should locate our saw mills and fac- atees and beneficiaries Into court at
Two Tough Citizens Married.
He enteredthe Harvey restaurant Could not say positively what he would tories In Albuquerque, and our stock- some later date to bep resent when the
the effect that Patrolman Coulter had ;
4.
dispatch
New,
A
was
Oct.
York,
while theX train was at the depot and do. arrested John A., alias "Kid" SheriAsked what directions, if any, he holders and directors, who visited your will should formally be offered for proordered a lighNunch. The train start- would issue, he replied any directions city last May, returned , home fully bate. This was strenuously objected to received in this city today announcing dan, the fugitive member of the house
ed to pull out and he made a run for issued would only be for the continu- convinced that Albuquerque Is the by attorneys for the executors. Judge the marriage at Buenos Ayres of Put- of delegates, wanted on charges of
It. He caught the front platform of ance
proper location for t'e enterpriser;" Orr overruled the objections and Im- nam JBradlee Strong and May Yohe.
bribery and perjury, In a saloon In the
;
of the strike.
' A certain gentleman, besides Mr. mediately ordered' the citation issued
the Pullman and his foot slippedrBtrlk-Inwest end.
;
leg was broken
Nothing to Say.
the trucks, and
Lee, who Is In the city, confirms the and set for November 10 as the day
EXTENDED.
TIMF
"
President's- - Condition..-- .
just above the ankle. At the last rePhiladelphia, Pa., Oct. 4. President correctness of t ehabove letter, and when the legatees should appear and
Washington, Oct. 4. Tbe president's
port he was resting very comfortably. Baer, of the Philadelphia & Reading says that he knows as a positive fact the will be probateu. The effect of this
condition was reported by physicians
railway, returned from Washington to that the American Lumber company order is to stop all procedure in conhis office this morning. In response to will soon commence work on their in- nection with probating the will until The Contest for Queen Will Not Close today to be most satisfactory.
BRUTAL ASSAULT.
an inquiry he stated that he had notb tended saw mills and factories in this that date.
Ing to say for publication beyond the city, besides making vast improvePOLICE COURT.
Until Saturday October II.
Big Boat's Maiden Trip.
statement published this morning,
ments on their Immense timber tracts
triiiPi
A Fine Array of
New York, Oct. 4. AH the vessels
in western Valencia and McKinley
On Account of Water, W. E. Brown,
CreaWyoming Region Quiet.
in
the harbor saluted with a l.lpt of
counties,
tures Up This Morning.
EXPERT DECORATOR
HERE.
Wyo4.
Oct.
The
Wilkesbarre,
Pa.,
their whistles today when the big
an Old Ranchman, is Attacked.
A. congress of bumper riders were
ming region was quiet this morning
steamship Finland of the International
DISTRICT COURT.
on exhibition In police court this mornand the troops were not called out to
Navigation company steamed down
It has been doddod by the fair asso ing. A tougher aggregation has not.
suppress any disorder. The superin
The youthful kodak thieves, Joseph the bay on her maiden trip to Antwerp. elation,
FRANK LUCERO
THE ASSAULTER.
after due consideration, that performed In the arena for some time.
tendents of the big coal companies Koons, Robert Burg and Louis Gursch-ke- , The Finland Is a sister ship of the
time
the
for closing the queen's con The police judge administered the law
meeting
today
and
discussed
held a
who broke Into a Santa Fe freight Kroonland and the two are among the
will
test
be postponed from Monday In large doses, but none received an
the failure of tne conference at Wash car at Islcta about seven months ago largest vessels ever built on this side
A brutal assault was made on Wm.
ington yesterday. The local operators, and stole a number of the little black of the Atlantic. She Is of 12,700 tons night until next Saturday night, a overdose.
E. Brown, an old ranchman
J. Maggalln, a typical bum, who has
living
i is stated, will now redouble their boxes, took them to California and register and was recently completed week from tonight. Very little Inter been
around town several days workaboue seven miles north of the city, efforts
est has been taken In the contest up
to get more mines started in sold them for a few paltry dollars, by the Cramps.
ing
by a neighboring ranchman named
the
to
date,
is
and
it
for
reason
this
that ty days sore arm racket, received thirthis region next week.
pleaded guilty to petit larceny yesterall at the same time to take
Frank Lucero, yesterday afternoon, la
closing
tho
polls
date
of
postpon
Is
the
day
were
off
senand
let
with a light
Shipping Machinery.
care of his wounds.
front of Zeiger's Cafe. Lucero was
ed.
voting
The
yes
remains
today
as
tence. Judge Baker gave them a short Special to The Citizen.
NO EXTRA CONGRESS.
Ed Murray, a want-to-bcigar makarrested and placed under $30 bond.
Miss Belle Yancey leading with
,
lecture and one month In the county
Cerrlllos. Oct. 4. R. G. Baleomb, of terday.
a bum fashionable
The case was tried in Justice Craw- Congress will Not be Called to Discuss jail.
62 votes, Miss Jeannette Walton sec- er;
AlgodoneB Smelting & Improvethe
tailor, and W. R. Brown, a colored
ford's court this morning and Lucero
Coal Strike.
In the case of The Territory vs. ment company, is here shipping car ond with C8 votes and Miss Laura Ar traveling man,
given ten
pleaded not guilty.
Washington, Oct". 4. There will be Frakes, charged with assault with In- loads of machinery from the electric mljo, the new candidate, has 20 votes, days of quiet life.were each
The trouble has been brewing for no call for an extra session of congress
Troop
G,
will
which
be
here
fair
'
tent to kill, was to have been tried but light works at Madrid to the Algo-done-s
v
A big native, who had an awful
some time, having been caused by dif- to
week, left Fort Wingate laBt night
deal with the coal strike situation
company.
defendant did not appear. A 2oo
when
came
he
to town, was
thirst
ficulties over water rights. Lucero Is at this stage. The president expressly the
with Captain Walker In charge. Troop
bond for his appearance will be forgiven five days because he proceeded
boss of the acequia and Brown is one
K,
under
Captain
command
of
operators
Smith
appeal
to
in
the
his
stated
feited.
PRESBYTERIAN
SYNOD.
of the commissioners.
Someone had
has returned to the fort from a to satisfy his thirst.
representatives of miners yesterThe case of Territory vs. Aragon
Frank McCleary, a boiler maker by
been stealing water from the ditch and and
day that he did not act officially In and Archuleta, charged with arson Opening Services at the Presbyterian ncnth's practice march in Arizona. trade,
and Frank Klrby were given noBrown was the principal sufferer. He calling
G Is expected to arrive here
Trcop
together. He has for the was the next on the docket. The dethem
Church Last Night.
tice to get work or hit tbe road as fast
came to city some time ago and tried
go
Saturday
time
next
will
and
tune
Individual
his
being
exhausted
fendants, through Attorney Heacock,
The opening services of the New
;
to have Lucero arrested on the charge time
they cou'd.
resources. In his view, the matter Is
case be dismissed and Mexico Presbyterian synod last night into camp on the vacant lots In the
big
morning
This
docket
this
of stealing the water. However, he again one with which the state of asked that the by
was
the court.
were well attended. Rev. Harvey M. rear of Gov. E. 8. Stover's residence not caused by the big show being In
dropped the matter for the time being. Pennsylvania should deal. If the com- was sustained
on
West
avenue.
Railroad
petit
jury
met
The
this
Shields conducted tho same.
Rev.
Brown and Lucero met Friday and be- monwealth finds itself unable to con- morningterritorial
A. II. Barkley, the expert decorator town, as many of the guests of the sta
to be adjourned until Monday I.apsley A. McAfee was elected modergun discussing the matter. Finally trol
and
trimmer, who will superintend the tion had been hanging up here several
to
appeals
hira
the situation and
morning for lack of business.
ator and Revs. 11. M. Shields and John
after all the arguments had been used through the constitutional channels,
building
of the Montezuma float and days and others were recent arrivals.
This afternoon, the case of the Ter- Gae temporary secretaries. Devotional
pro and con Lucero struck Brown, the president will be ready to bring
police had very little trouble hand
ritory vs. Juan Armljo y Ortega, exercises wore conducted by the mod- pive a few pointers toward the arrang The
ling the crowds that were in tbe city
knocking him down. Not being satis- into play the great force of the na- charged
ing
city's
festivity
arof
the
garb,
has
with the murder of Placldo erator. Rev. I.. A. McAfee, and reports
They were very orderly
yesterday.
fied with this punishment he began tional government, military and civil.
Salazar, at Barelas, in May of this of the committees was the program rived from Kansas City and is around
kicking the old man in the back.
getting acquainted with the merchants. and attended strictly to their own afBut for the time being the president year, was called up for hearing. The rendered th',a morning.
Brown's back is bruised somewhat, has relaxed his efforts.
Mark Hanna, the bookmaker, has fairs. But the police were on the alert
territory was represented by F. W.
At l::!i o'clock this afternoon devobut there was no bones broken or no
Clancy, and the defendant by E. V. tional exercises were led by Rev. arrived and Is around today getting all tbe time looking for confidence
Internal injuries. Lucero claims that
6alvation Army Leader.
Chavez. The court room was well George Logle. At 2 o'clock, report of acquainted with the different horse- men. street workers and all other arthe struck Brown because he proceeded
club. The
New York. Oct. 4. On the steam- filled with interested spectators from synodical missionary, Rev. R. M. Craig. men. Mr. Hanna comes direct from ists of the
prevention of crime la better than all
to draw a knife on him. Brown admits ship Philadelphia, which arrived today the vicinity in which the crime was
Roswell,
pools
he
where
sold
the
at
on
the work of the synod.
having the knife In his hand, but from Southampton, was Gen. William perpetrated. The court ordered the In- Conference
the law that can be administered afterby Joseph L. Weaver, D. D., fair which took place last week. He
ward.
claims he was using it for cutting to- Booth, head of the Salvation Army, dictment read, and bearing the lnriict- - Address
says
repre-rented
that Roswell will be well
and report of committees.
bacco.
who will hake a tour of five months in nieut read, the defendant entered a
comin
Albuquerque
during
the
will be a reception
There
to
the
Married, "
John A. Lee was a witness to the this country.
plea of guilty of murder In the second synod from 7 : 3 to 10 o'clock this eve- ing fair with fruit, vegetables, horses
N. Y., Oct. 4. The
Cooperstown,
trouble from across the street. In
degree; and Mr. Clancy stated to the ning,
by Rev. and Mrs. R. M. and people.
Mrs. Alfred Corning Clark
irsrrlage
of
court this morning he testified that he POSITION OF THE OPERATORS- - court tnat In view of all the circum- Craig. tendered
H.
O'Rielly, "the boss man at the
J.
to Bishop Henry C. Potter took place
saw Lucero strike and kick Brown,
stances In this case, he would recomThe meeting this afternoon was fair," is in receipt of a letter from the at noon at Christ's church at this
but he heard none of the conversation Their Resources for Refusing to Sub- mend that the plea of the defendant lie largely attended. Joseph
company's
Insurance
office
Prudential
L. Weaver,
place.
as be was on inside of the bank.
mit to Arbitration,
accepted. The court stated that the I). 1)., of Pueblo and Rev. Thomas Mar- at Newark, N. J., stating that Cbas. B.
Brown does not seem to have a very
New York, Oct. 4. The presidents plea would be received, and Informed shall, D. I)., of the synod of Missouri, Ward, a nephew of the vice president
Scarcity of Coal.
clear recollection of what actually took of the anthracite coal roads arrived the defendant thai the result of his are
of the company, would be here during
London. Oct. 4. The coal situation
preiit at the meetings today.
place. It is claimed by Lucero that here from Washington on a special plea would lie tliat lie should serve a
the festivities.
The letter requests in the United States and President
Brown called him a liar and used pro- train today. E. B. Thomas, chairman term in the pcr.Henruiy. to be fixed by
that the best hotel accommodations In Roosevelt's Intervention has aroused
HARRY ALEXANDER.
fane language, which was the cause of of the board of Erie Railroad company, the court i!o:ii t:r.e ycais to the
the city be reserved for Mr. Ward for widespread Interest here, though many
his anger. As there were no witnesses who represented that company at the period of lib p.atuiul life, when Mr. New Assistant Manager Albuquerque the entire week.
comments are purely selfish. Comto the conversation the testimony was conference with President Roosevelt Chavez i;Ut d that be bail fully ad
The base ball situation is about. the menting on the prospective scarcity of
Eastern and Santa Fe Central.
weak, but a big. strong, healthy man at Washington, said there was nothing vised the delimluiii of the conseHarry Alexander, who a short time same as stated In previous editions of coal in the United States for some time
should be punished for striking an old to add to the statement at Washington quence'.! of the yUa When the court ago resigned an Important position on The Citizen. The prospects of a fine to come .the Glole this afternoon sugman, especially when he was under the yesterday in respect to the proposition stated ho would not are to pass sen- the El Paso-RocIsland road, came in tournament could not be better. All gests that the subsequent demand for
influence of liquor.
made by the railroad presidents, and tence v.thcut bavin first heard all from the south this morning, and visit- the crack players advertised as com- English supplies is liable to lead to
The testimony was all given this insisted that the proposition was fair. the material vitix
s as to the facts ed The Citizen office, In company with ing are sure to be here.
such a coal famine here as to necessimorning, and the judge will give his President Truesdale, of the Lackawan- of the crime. The- oi:it proceeded to Porter Stone, bis chief clerk. Mr.
Under the excellent supervision of tate government action to prevent the
nothing
to
decision at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
add
to
road,
had
na
the hear evidence, as to the nature of the Alexander has accepted the position of Street Commissioner Martin Tierney exxrt and depletion of the local coal
The case of Frank Lucero, charged statement submitted by him yesterday. attack, but was ci.::i! Hed to adjourn assistant general manager of the Albu- and Base Ball Manager Roy McDonald stock. Additional large orders from
with assault and battery, tried in the He believed, he said, that it was not the charing uatil .Ui.miay morning on querque Eastern and Santa Fe Central the diamond at the fair grounds Is be- the United States for steam coal were
justice court this morning, is still un- the Intention of the authorities to call account of the aU i. e of material wit- railways, and, for the time being, will ing put in fine shape for fast base ball reported today on the Newcastle ex
der advisement.
for federal troops. President Fowler, nesses,
have his headquarters at Santa Fe. He playing during the fair.
change.
Golf Champion.
Brookline. Mass., Oct. 4. Miss Genevieve Hacker, of Rye, N. Y., today
won the women's national golf
cham-plonshf-
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PRESCRIPTION I)KUG

SULPMurt HOT SPRINGS
8TAGE LINE.
Carries the U. a. man; only line with
a change of stork en route; good rigs,
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquerque every Tuesday, 1'hursday and Sat
urday at 5 a. m. For particulars address W. L. Trimble L. Co., agents, Albuquerque, or J. B. CLOCK, proprietor, Jcmez.

JEMEZ

Co...
ITS

&

FULL LINE OF

Drug$9ncmic2i$9rnysici3nssuppiicsjru$$$
PROriPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS

ness of the people ta regard to the
coal situation w..i lead to an ample
supply of fuel and artificial light at
HUGHES & McCREIGHT, Publisher! comparatively small cost.
Unfortuescape
of
are not
nately,
means
the
Editor
Thos. Hushes
W. T. McCretght, Mgr. and City Editor In sight, and the severities of the winder are near at hand.
Published Daily and Weekly.
The Springfield Republican asserts
that no ten presidents of the United
States combined made as many
speeches
in the first fourten months
fkasovlated Press afternoon dispatches of their term of office as Mr. Roosevelt
largest City and County Circulation has done. But Roosevelt has always
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation leda strenuous life, which no other
president before him ever did.
Copies of this paper may be found
m file at ashington In the officeSlg-er-of If there were no territorial officials
tmr apeclal correspondent, E. O.
In New Mexico It would be possible to
18 F street. N. W., Washington,
build up a strong republican party.
O. C.
The officials at Santa Fe have conceivNew Mexico demands Statehood ed the idea that they should run
things In all the counties, and If they
Congress.
from the
are opposed in this they foment dis
sensions and bolts. This Is notably the
Terms of Subscription:
W 00 case in Santa Fe and Socorro coun
Dally, by mall, one year.
(tolly, by mall, six month
I 00 ties.
1 60
Daily, by mall, three moniaa
to
Daily, uf mall, one month
ftailr. b carrier, one month
It
of Santa Fe county
Wnkly, by mall, per year
t 00 The norepublicans
right to quarrel among themTHE DAILY CITIZEN will be delivered have
hi the e.y at the low rate of to cents per
the party harmony
werk. or for 76 cents per month, when selves and disturb
fmM monthly. T se rates are lees than in the territory. The row at Santa Fe
taoM of any other dally paper In the is fomented and kept up by men who
territory.
are holding office and drawing salaries
at the expense of the people. They
For Delegate to Congress
should be told in emphatic terms to go
B. 8. RODEY.
sway back and sit down and keep
Let's not get excited about politics quiet.
until after the territorial fair.
The democrats of this county will
hold
their convention on the 21st of
The republicans of Socorro county October
and nominate a straight counnave nominated a winning ticket.
ty ticket. The democrats of this coun
ty have fused so many times in the
American exports to South Africa past with all sorts of political people.
this year will reach a total of $33,000,- - that they have that tired feeling, and
000, or double that of 1897.
will try to get In better shape by putting a straight party ticket in the
To every man comes at least one op- field.
portunity. He who is ready for that
The ever busy statlstican has com
opportunity and seizes it is made.
piled the following: In the last thirty
The democratic delegation from So years the population of the United
corro county are reported to be n fa States has Increased by 37,000.000;
vor of Antonio Joseph for delegate to that of France by 3,000,000; that of the
United Kingdom by 10,000.000; that
congress.
of Germany by 15,000,000.
There are no less than 3,202 differ of the French people live In town, one-hal- f
of the Germans, and in the United
ent species of fish Inhabiting the wa
The drift to the
ters of America north of the Isthmus States
very
rapid in the last
been
towns
has
Panama,
of
thirty years.
Delegate Rodey Is popular in SocorAndrews, the republican
Hon. W.-H- .
ro county, and his course In congress
legislative council
for
the
nominee
Is heartily endorsed by the republicans
from Socorro and Sierra counties, is
of luii county.
one of the ablest men In the territory
and being endorsed by the democrats
always
was
Otre American soldier
equal to three of any other nation, will have no opposition. He will be a
to the legislature
but uniformed In olive drab he ought valuable accession
and will be a great benefit to his disto be equal to about sixteen.
trict. He Is a veteran politician, havThe republicans of Sierra county ing served in the Pennsylvania state
are holding a convention at Hillsboro senate and having served four years
today.
Senator Andrews and Hon. as chairman of the republican committee of that state. Senator Andrews reFrank A. Hubbell are present.
sides In Sierra county, where he owns
Free schools, free elections and a mine and has a pleasant home.
liberty of thought and speech are
THE OLD HOME.
what the republicans of New York recAlmost every man In this country
ommend In the case of the Philipwho has achieved success in busipines.
ness, financial or commercial; in the
or In the professions; in art
The National League of Republican sciences
stage or in
clubs in session this week at Chicago or In literature; on the
adopted a resolution favoring state- politics has done so in some field of
his
hood for New Mexico, Arizopa and activity other than the scenes ofgood,
boyhood days. This rule holds
Oklahoma.
with a minute percentage of exceprelation to the men who are
Politics will be somewhat lively in tions, lueyes
"In
of the public" today.
the
republiMonday.
The
Santa Fe next
It is a common thing in these days
can county convention will be held,
financial prosperity, to read of this
and there is considerable factional of
or that man erecting a fountain, a
feeling prevailing.
monument or a public building in the
years.
Nestor Montoya and Seferino Crol-lott- , town where he spent his earlierworldly
of this county, were the interpre- No matter what measure of
may come to a man, he never
ters at the Socorro republican conven- success
forgets
the scenes of his childhood,
tion, and they faithfully performed
and he never ceases to have a longing
their arduous duty.
for a touch of the old life. Then,
too, there conies to men who have
demoA short attendance at the
succeeded a frequent feeling of love
cratic convention at Socorro yesterday and
for the spot where they
has convinced the editor of this paper laid affection
the foundations for their prosperasylum
Insane
territorial
the
that
ity.
ehould be enlarged.
Fifty-Sevent- h

One-fourt-

one-thir-

The coal operators refuse to arbitrate
their differences with the strikers in
Pennsylvania, and the great labor
struggle must continue. The efforts of
President Roosevelt to settle the
etrike have failed.
Hon. W. 8. Hopewell, of Sierra county. Is in the. city. Yesterday at Socorro he secured a nominee for the
legislature for his county In the democratic convention and the endorsement
cf Senator Andrews for the council.

The Worst Form.
Multitudes are singing the praises of
Kodal, the new discovery which is
making so many sick people well and
weak people strong by digesting what
what they cat, by cleansing and sweetening tlie stomach and by transforming their food into the kind of pure,
rich, red blood that makes you feel
pood all over. Mrs. Crannll, of Troy,
I. T writes: "For a number of years I
was troubled with digestion and
dyspepsia which grew into the worst
Finally I was induced to use
form.
Kodal and after using four bottles I
am entirely cured. I h artily recommend Kodal to all sufferers from liniig-istioand dyspepsia." Take a dose
after meals. It digests what you eat.
1!. H. ltrigtis 4i Co.
J. 11. O Kielly 4i

If you would do anything in the
world, young man or young woman,
first make yourself equal to the thing
that the
you would do. Do not
Vhance will not come to you'. Everything will come to you that you have Co.
earned and are ready for.
Take a walk around the block and
Socorro is on the up grade and is try to match our matchless shirts at
deand 3'Jc The Lion Store.
Bure to entirely recover from the
o
pression which has so seriously aflinoleums have a
The Lancaster
fected the grow th of that city. If that world wide reputation for being tht
town could secure a branch road to the
made. We have now a great vaItock Island it would become one of riety of these goods. Prices to suit
territory.
the best tow ns In the
your pocket.
n

r

lc

tst

A scientist hopes that the helpless-

-

Keen

jour era, oa Demln.

"Let the

GOLD DUST twins do

your work.'

The Store the People Talk About
Cosmopolitan

Mail

Paper

Orders

lv
None Higher

Patterns

His Life in Peril.
"I Just seemed to have gone all to
pieces," writes Alfred Bee, of Welfare,

Cor. Gold Ave. and First St

Proprietors of Alvarado Pharmany.

oV

1902

4

Promptly
Filled
220

Texas, "biliousness and a lame back
had made life a burden. I couldn't cat
Whether it Is delicate lace cur
or sleep anl felt almost too worn out
or heavy blankets and quilts
tains
to work when I began to use Electric
need
that
washing,
wonders.
they
worl.cd
Bitters, but
Now I sleep like a top, ran eat anything, have gained in strength and
enjoy hard work." They give vigorous
health and new life to weak, sickly, will thoroughly clean them without
people. Try them. Only 60c
injury. Use hard water if you must,
at all drtiggistB.
but use nothing but GOLD DUST to
With a few bottles or our celebrated
so good
"Pilsener" beer, and a nice large piece soften it there's nothing
of " Diamond Ice," in your refrigerator, or 60 economical.
ycu can enjoy life these warm days.
Hade only by
Try It. Southwestern Brewery & ice
N.
FAIRBANK COMPANY

Challenge

A Dress Goods

THAT NONE DARE ACCEPT. THIS 13 THE FASTEST GROWING
QUERQUE AND HERE ARE SOME OF THE REASONS.

GOLD DUST

DRESS

THE

Co.

Chicago,

Always in the Lead.
When It comes to selling clothing
and furnishing goods, you can always
safely wager that we lead the procession. Our latest is "Insured Clothing."
With every suit or overcoat you get an
ironclad insurance policy direct from
the manufacturer, which guarantees to
replace every unsatisfactory garment
with a new one free of charge to you.
Call and see the goods. Simon Stern,
the Railroad avenue clothier.

BLACK DRESS GOODS
Inch extra fine black MOSICILIAN. 54 Inch
BROADCLOTH, 46 Inch all
wool IRISH POPLIN and 44
inch all wool SEBASTOPOL.
They are all beauties and fully
worth $1.50, challengeQQ
price Monday per yard. OOU
HAIR

K.

Boston,
St
Hew York,
Makers (X FAIRY SOAP.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
V. V. CLARK.
,
jiibhi-s-ci
w
mining anu meuiuirKK-- i
.ouquerque, N. M.
Weat Gold avenue,
Specialties Reports, surveys and maps;
plans and reduction works; mines and
mining Investments; seconii hand mining
machinery; custom aasaylng and analysis.

08TE0PATHY.

o

Dr. Connei.
Pout rrad iate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
of Osteopathy, Klrkvllle, Ma Lung trou
ble ana all cnronio diseases a specialty.
National encampment G. A. R.
Office. WhlltnK building, rooms U and
will
23;
For the above occasion tickets
Automatic telephone, 164.

be sold Albuquerque to Washington, D.
DENTISTS
C, and return for $50.75. Tickets on
sale October 1, 2, 3. Final return limit
Edmund J. Aider, O. D. 8.
306 Railroad avenue. Office hours.
October 14, except by deposit of tickets
with Joint agent and payment of 50 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to
ber 3. Stopovers allowed Buffalo, 5:00 p. m. Telephone 462. AppointNiagara Falls and points east. For ments made by mall.
other information, call on or address
LAWYERS
F. L. Myers, agent A. T. & S. F.
8. Rodey
Albuauerque. N
ATTORN
Miss Phllbrlck's kindergarten Is now
Prompt attention given to all buslneaa
located in the Commercial club build- M.
pertaining to the profession, will pracing. In addition to the kindergarten a tice In all courts of the territory and befew pupils may be taken in the pri- fore the United States land office.
mary and Intermediate grades. A conIra M. Bond
veyance will call for pupils living in
ATTORNEY-AT-LA42 P street. N.
Miss Helmbeck has W.. Washington. D. C. Pensions, lands.
the Highlands.
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letters pat
charge of the singing, which is such a ent,
trade marks, claims.
kinderprominent feature in the best
William D. Lee
gartens.
ATTORNET-AT-LAOiflce. room I
o
Armljo
building. Will practice la
N. T.
Mormon Conference, Salt Lake City, all the courts of the territory.
October 4 to 6. For above occasion
R. W. D. Bryan
tickets will be on sale at Albuquerque
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N.
to Salt Lake City and return for $38.15. H. omce, First National tanlt bulldlnr
2
1
and
and
Tickets on sale October
Frank W. Clancy
limited for return within sixty days. ATTORNEY- i LAW, rooms I and V
Albuquerque, N.M,
N. T. Armljo building,
F. L. Myers, Agent.
E. W. Dobson

Gentlemen! let uo take your measure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.

Office,

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

well block, Albuquepque,

N. M.

Com

I.

Cromwell blocb

M.

39c

We Challenge All
Silk Stocks

26 pieces of ALL WOOL TRICOT FLANNELS in every con-

Only special lot of LADIES'
WRAPPERS, only 75 dozen, extra quality, fleeced flannelettes
and dark and warranted fast colors, separate shrunk waist lining, full size, new styles, deep
flounces, sizes 32 to 44, worth
regularly from $1.50 to $2; special price Monday

75C

One special lot of LADIES'
FLANNEL WAISTS, made of
the very best botany flannel, all
pure wool In the newest style,
all colors, regular $3.00 value;
sale price Monday,

J 86

Your unlimited choice for
Monday only of any BABY CAP
In the houso, 75 cents, and we
have the swellest that you ever
laid your eyes on; nothing reserved. In white and colored
silk handsomely trimmed caps,
worth to $3; take your
pick Monday at each

75c

20 pieces extra good OUTING
FLANNEL, regular 10c grade;
Bale price Monday per yard

72c

ceivable
every yard
color;
worth 50c; challenge QC
price Monday,

to produce

yard....OC
'

BARGAINS

equal

vaues.

Get

New York samples; get Chicago

IN LINENS,

DOMESTICS AND
RUFFLED CURTAINS

get San Francisco
samples;
samples; compare, and by doing
bo you will find that our values
are incomparable and unmatch-able- .
black Peau de Soie,

h

wear guaranteed, at
24

wear

Inch unbleached TABLE
LINEN, heavy weight and satin
finish, well worth
special price per
J
70

27

wear

75cJQ

36

yard-.TuOC-

wear
21

turkey red TABLE
warranted fast colors.
new patterns, worth 65c
sale price per yard .
50 inch
DAM ASK,

wear

39c

75c

inch black Taffeta Silk,
68c
guaranteed, at
Inch black Taffeta Silk,
98c
guaranteed, at
inch black Taffeta Silk,
$1.25.
guaranteed, at
Inch black Satin Duchess,,
98c.
guaranteed, at

Special in Velvets
40

10 pairs of RUFFLED CURTAINS, usual price $1; Bale
price per pair
75c
25 pairs of RUFFLED CURTAINS, usual price $1.75; sale
$1.75
price per pair

pieces of SILK VELVETS,

in black and all the

latest

color-

ings, black and white, and blue
and white metal prints, also
Persian effects, suitable for
waists and dresses, regular
$1.25 value; challenge
price per yard Monday

qq
tOC

20 pairs of RUFFLED CURTAINS, usual price $2.50; sale
$1.75
proice per pair.- -

10

dozen extra heavy fringed

DAMASK
TOWELS,
price 35c; sale price,

36 inch UNBLEACHED MUS-

grade; sale
LIN, regular 8
5c
price, per yard, Monday
c

each, Monday

.......

regular

25c

JlOWy&Co.

PHYSICIAN

o

If In doubt where to do your shopb1. J. E. Bronson
ping for fall merchandise, call at The
Homeopathlo Physician.
Economist, as they carry the most up- - Room 17,
Whiting Block.
stock of dry goods In the ter
Wo make the best door and window
ritory.
screens. They are far superior to any
made in the east at the same price.
"DIAMOND ICE."
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
T. Telephone No. 402.
Curtains! vurtainsil Curtains!
We are snowing up to date lace cur
THOUSANDS SAVED BY
ta'ns In Brussels net, Irish point. Ara
bian nt, Nottingham, Hobblnet anu
muslin. Allan Kebar, 205 Railroad DO. KING'S NEW D1SGGVER1
e

1 1

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSUR PASSED FACILITIES

Just received a
fresh lot of. ... .
HOTW TER BOTTLES
Fountain and Bulb Syringesprices to 6uit
to $3.00
your-eelf--5-

o

Water and Oil Atomizers

Consumption. Coughs, Colds

BUSINESS LOCALS.
Doming has Just been Incorporated.
county
Demlng, the seat of the
of Luna,
Deuurg Is toe great mining venter
of the eouthwer.u
Investments in Demln? Iota will
double and treble in one year.
Kleinwort's Is the place to get your
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice
meat.
Demlng has now a large Ice plant
and electric light syntem under con

For

In Demlng the aemand for rental
houses is five times in excess of the
supply.
Demlng has an abundance of water
for Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
gardens.
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Your
rental returns will be 20 per cent- - on
the Investment,
In Demlng good safe loans can tx
had at better rates than In the old es
tablished towns.
Just received a large shipment of
Japanese and Chinese mi.ttlug. Albert
Fa ber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Demlng offers the same opportunities now that the most prosperous
cities in the wit offered several yean

$25.03
To all points In California, Cakersfield
to San Francisco, on Santa Fe. Points
on Southern Pacific lines, Bakersfleld,

u-- w

and all

THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

This wonderful medicine positively
cures Consumption, Coubp, Colds
N'oncliitio, Asthma, Pneumonia,
he, Fever, Pleurisy, LnGrippe.
Elonrseness.Scro'Ihror.tnadWIioopiny Cough. Every bottle guaranteed

of every description.
Come and examine.
J. fl. O'RIELLY

THE

BANK

OF

OF

COMMERCE

ALBUQUERQUE,

N.

M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION-ANSOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.

0c

uv-a-

tract

76c

OCOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXOC1CXXXX)

John H. Stlngle,
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Albuquerque,

challenge

Special in Wai&tings

Our Ready Made Garment Section Has
No Competition

--

M,

splendid $1 values;
price Monday,
per yard

h

iteming has Increased 60 per cent. In
population In four year.

Boys' shoes a big, assortment at
Mandel.'s.

38 Inch all wool BLACK SATIN PRUNELLA, 46 Inch black
all wool WHIP CORD, 50 inch
all wool STORM SERGE and
52 inch black habit cloth. All

ALL WOOL, BLACK CHEVIOT and
ALL WOOL BLACK STORM SERGE,,
made to sell at 65c Challenge Price Monday per yard..'.

ENGINEER.

MINING

all-wo-

IN ALBU- -

STOCK

GOODS

54 inch all wool finest SATIN
VENETIAN, 50 inch all wool
black BASKET CLOTH, 50 Inch
all wool black MELROSE, 50
Inch all wool black CORKSCREW and 40 inch black silk
warp LANSDOWNE, Reade's
make, qualities that match any
thing in town, at $2 per yard;
challenge price Monday,
$1.25
only

run-dow-

54

'

tNU(

Leon B.Stern.proprietob

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. S. OTERO, President.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
GEO. ARNOT.
SOLOMON LUNA
WM. MclNTOSH
W. A. MAXWELL
A. M. BLACKWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA

FE RAILWAY

& SANTA

& CO.

-

MO

CURE.

KO PAY.

MCE 59c. and $1. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.

Prescription Druggists

Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.

oooooocooooooooooooooooooo

and Ilornbrook, San Francisco, San
Jose, Sacramento, and intermediates.
Tickets on sale September 1 to October
31, 1902. For other Information, call
on or address F. I.. Myers, agent A. T.
& S. F.
$45.00
To Monterey, Cal., and

return, account

meeting National Wholesale Druggists'
association. Tickets on sale September 20, Oc tober 1 and 2. Stopovers alFilial return
lowed both directions.
ago.
We are solo agent for Wheeler & limit November 15, 1!02. For other inWilson sewing machines, the best ou formation, call on or addresss F. U
the market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad Myers, agent A. T. & S. F.
avenue.
Demlng ships over iuO.000 head of
cattle annually; Is the center of the
greatest breeding region in the south
west and cattle men all know this.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
205 South
First street, over the
Hyde Exploring Expedition store,
207 West Gold Avenue.
thorough
give
Is prepared
to
scalp
treatment, do hair dress
ing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bam
bini's own preparations of complexion
cream builds up the skin and Improves
the completion, and are guaranteed
not to be injurious. She also prepares
a hair tonic that cures and preveiiM
dandruff md hair falling out; restores
life to dead hair; removes moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Givu ber
a trial, tone also has a very fine tooth
powder, which she tuarautees to b.
rr.Ji.' J
free from all metallic substances. It
perfumes the breath, hardens the gums
and makes the teeth clean and while.
It is highly recommended by all first
Proprleru.
c'ats dentists. Also a face powder, a Wh.. COETTINvj
freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
bandied-fiausagcure. All of these preparations are
All kinds of Ftesn MeaU
purely vegetable compounds Give ber
specialty.
making a
a trial. Automatic telephone 490.

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS
iZtf

West Railroad Avenue.

lip

Meai Market
Auanarircsli end Sal! iKcals;
HWA

SAUSAGE TACTORY.

EMIL KLEiNWORT,
MASONIC BUILUING.

Win. Glaesner,

N. THIRD STRFK'

Fast Time to St. Louis

Tailor.
Automatic 'phone 574

The Union
Market The
1)

THIRD STREET

2161

8outh Second Street,

AmilO.'H'rqnf.

r. Jir.

Metropolitan

Corner of First Street and
Railrgad Avenue.
hAnda and is now one
itoo
of the nicest resorts in the city. Heat
of liquors served at me oar.
been on draught. Patronase solicited.
LUKE WAU&n,

i.s't

Proprietor,

1902

F. G.

Pratt

& Co.

Bole agents for casino and Oia brand
Canned Goods. Dealers in

The St. Louis Special now loaves Denver at 3 p. ni. daily, arriving
at St. Jo;cib. y:C0 a. m.. Kansas City. U:4' .1. ni and S' Louis at
C:35 p. ra. the next day.

Another good train for St. Louis leaves Denver at 10 p. r.i. daily,
arriving in St. Louis at 7:19 a. in., the second day.
The Turlington is the only line running its own trains over its
rails all the way from Denver to St. Louis. There Is a certain
amount of satisfaction for the traveler in dealing with but one

ipii

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
G

W. VALLERY, Genera! Agent,

DENVER.

Staple and Fancy Groceries

214 South Second street
Hillsboro Crernaery Butter Best on
earth
Fre ieUTory.
Orders iollcited.

iiiiiiiifitti umitmii

'f

t
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FROM

Mogollon

Quail Season

!o other medicine in

the

i

'

i.j

n,j,

sale as has

.1 1
i

places, which greatly surprised every
one, as the temperature
has been
rather moderate nnd it was a little
early for such cold weather.
The work on the Hotel San Vincent!
ls being pushed as the new proprietors
expect to open this magnificeut hotel
to the public about the middle of this
month.

Sturtevant, Bister of Mrs. W. C.
Marriott, arrived in the city on yesterday's delayed train from Iowa on a
Mrs.

visit of several weeks' duration.
A wreck on the main line of the
Santa Fe made the passenger on the
branch ten hours late yesterday and
the train today was nearly six hours
late.
A small delegation of Silver City
people went own to Doming Wednesday to witness the Wild West show
there on that day.
The mining districts In the Mogollon
section are pretty active nowadays and
preparations for greatly Increased activity are lelng made by the several
mining companies operating there.
Considerable trouble has lieen caused
and greatly hindered the companies by
not being allowed to cut any timber
from off the Gila reserve. As it ls essential that they should have timber
to carry on any kind of mining it has
placed them under great hardships by
the government's orders. Pressure ls
being brought upon the department at
Washington to relieve the condition
of affairs, and the other day concession
was made to several of the operators,
whereby they will bo enabled to cut
timlwr.
The Mexican wood hauler Is having
some trouble In this locality this season selling the product of his labors
for any high figure, as the use of coal
has been increased to such an amount
that It has brought the price down.

ton

than a million women
have been restored to health
by it. TJlerit alone can make
such a record. Wise are the
women jwholwill accept no
substitute.
SViore

"Watch the Kidneys."
"When they are affected, life Is In
danger," says Dr. Abcrnathy, the great
English physician. Foley's Kidney
Cure makes sound kidneys.

)

?

E. JOHNSON

.A.

THE
CLEAVSINO
ANI II KALI NO

cxi;k i on

PUMPS,
TAKS AND WINDMILLS,
METAL FENCING, HITCH
RINGS AND TREE GUARDS.
.

WELL-MAKIN-

Ely 0 Lfoi.lli VhUli I
Easy m:l i.linsnM to
n. . C'oiitA us x. lii- .

STREET
Automatic Telephone 508.

315 SOUTH

.v..A-hn-

SECOND

V; VV-

i'

,i

-

t.

'

IKo Nasal I'as-RL- 't
i.
Allnya Inflammation.
ii .8 mid 1'rot,-- . tg the Membrane. I!.'ron j tut
j
ol Tanto and Mme!L Lare Size, 60 cenis at

COLO11.

PIONEER BAKERY

ty mail;

r

SIMON bALLI .G, Proprietor.

Trial

HEAE

8;e, lOoui.

by mall.

Successor to Bailing lima.

Wedding

:

We desire

jatrouage, and

KJ,i
'A

we

baking.
207 S. First street, Albuquerque. N.
tlrs'-cIUB-

gur-rante-

frJjiUOVS.

Cake : a : Specialty
M.

,

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Shoes, Clothing or Or - .rles But Everything In the
Dr . '.ods Line.
Agents for McCal'
is. All Pattern 10 and 15 cts.
Mail Order
d Filled Same Day as Received.
Solicited
No

m'

THE ECONOMIST IS THE PLACE FOR LADIES', MISSES' AND SHILDREN'S CLOAKS. 8UITS AND
FURS- - THE REASONS ARE: BETTER STYLES, BETTER MATERIALS, BETTER MAKES AND
BETTER VALUES THAN ANYWHERE ELSE FOR THE SAME MONEY. (See our window display.)
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ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
EEAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.

Mr.N.
U.

ROOM3

CROMW1CLL BLOCK.
Automatic Telephone 174.

THESaj'hARCADE
street.
"Mrs,

311

'

".'

B. A. SLEYSTER.

tiUQUtnaU

FRANK

I'hli

PILLS
I.ihII

The best of ;quors served to
of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kiid3 served.
Nice large rooms, everything Dra
new. upstairs for lodging nurposes.
fat-ron-

12-1-

OCXXXXXXXXOCXXXXXJOOOCXOOOO

AJ.;

IS IT

s

Telephone Service
TOU WANT?
QUICK AND RELIADLE1
THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
ND TELEGRAPH CO.
UOOOOOCOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXO

COLUMBUS HOTEL

Santa Fe invests Heavily in Oakland,
Cat., Property.
A dispatc h from Oakland, Cab. says:
Deeds were placed on record Wednesday by the Realty syndicate conveying
,
ten whole blocks of land to A. H.
as trustee of the Santa Ke Kail-roacompany. The land is on Yerl.a
Buena avenue, between San Pablo avenue and Hubbard street, near Kmery-ville- ,
and includes the site for the new
depot and yards of the San Francisco
& Piedmont railway, which is an adjunct of tne Santa Fe system.
The
transfer of this property is looked
upon as an evidence that the Santa Fe
will at an early date have its trains
running into Oakland.
Pay-son-

d

When you wake up with a bad tasto
In your mouth, go at once to a druggist and get a free sample of Cham-

204 South Second street.
First Class Rooms and Board. Rates berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.

Reasonable.
MRS. G. E. HOPKIN8, Proprietor.

description arriving dally in all the
newest
materials
hub yarn effects,
mannish cloth of every
description, pebble cheviots and plain cloths all
man tailored and well fitting .garments
an Immense
assortment
to
choose from In all the
new leading colors for fall

Abe-line- s,

Ilk

Suit made like (jut Illusls a Ladies'
Walking Suit made of
grey melton. heavy weight
skirt unlined, stitched
with 9 rows of stitching
Jacket silk lined comes
In three shades, greys and
oxfords regular $12.50 suit.
Special This Week

trated here

$J0.00

Suit trimmed value, $12.50 to
Our Special No.
well made Jacket
all wool nicely tailored and
lined with silk and moire made of Panama Cloth In
$15.00 The sale
J
continued at
1

$ 0.00

One or two doses will make you well.
They also cure biliousness, sick head-

ache and constipation.

ments.
Ladles'

50

$20.00

ONLY

Silk Coffe Jackets, both tight and loose fitting,
lined with white satin handsomely trimmed with
braid, black. Only
$12.50 and $15.00
Ladies' Capes, made of Kersey and Melton, in
all the new shades, Jengths and new cloths.
at $12.50 and $15.00.
at $10.00.
at $15.00 and $20.00.
h

h

h

Fursl Furs! Furs!
Pelerines and Scarps, as Illustrated,
and kind of fur.

-- L.wJ,

fjfr
V

fc

r

mm n

Children's and Infants' Cloaks
lengths

In all

36 Inches long. Electric
Seal, up from
$1.50
45 Inches long,
Electric
Seal, up from
$2.50
Nutria (Imitation beaver)
Scarf, up from
$3.50
Natural Grey Fox Pelerine
with 4 tails, up from ..$5.00
Opossum Scarf, with 2
brush tails, up from. .. .$7.50
Genuine Mink Scarf, with
claws, up from
$10.00
Fur Caps, made of Astra-chafull 27 inches long, fine
quality fur, satin lined, up
from
.$ 17.50
Electric Seal Fur Cape, 30
good heavy
Inches long,
weight, satin lined, up from
$15.00.

Furs by the yard, in all the prevailing styles,
up from
25c a yard
THE ECONOMISI

The largest line of In
fants' and Children'
Jacket, i length and
Full Length Coat ever
brought to Albuquerque, every shape, every
style and every color
made from .white to
black.
Eiderdown Claoks, satin trimmed, at.. $1.50
Eiderdown Cloaks, fur
trimmed at
$2.00 and up
Cloth,

$2.00 and up
Coat, made like one Illustrated here, of Buele
Cloth, with large cane.
3

prev r'.s

r.'

I

t

fc'.Uf:,!

THE ECONOMIST

We refer particularly

Hut Schiffner
cV.'Mirx.
Hind Tutored

to the
lengths of the coat. We
show in our new coats a full
assortmentnot only cf
lengths, but of styles of making. Some of our swagger
coats are 44 and 43 inches
long. The way for you to
find out which style you like
the best is to step In for a
few moments and try on a
coat or two.
It will cost you nothing to

rLutSchaffacr
cV

WrlU

f

i

w'

A
'

Mint

Hind Tailored

ill tA&&iff&tA
- "4

t

do so.

The extremes and the
the best choosing of
fabrics and shapes are here.
We're selling more overcoat than any other store in
town. We wouldn't If ours
were not the best- A

PRICE

$8.50

RANGE

to

If--

.

:;:,'

i

i
.

..

c

'

trC''.;-';

i

.

V.

FROM

i

$25.00

m

month of
liniment, which
kiv4
ufi'i
the uiusc

ll Ml M

AND

-

i
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SEE
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DUNLAP

HATS

V'l.en
iifttii
it-tthere is j

--

HAWES $3.00 HATS- HATS.

--

STETSON STIFF

AND SOFT

i.

'r,

at the drujf

J

it--

i

1

1HI LZrX

a reg

Winter Overcoats This Season

v.

Fr

trier

,

and every price a right and
satisfactory one.

i4iuiiit i i t pi vte- ::.en nsfl lu hir.sl

t

t

.: !i v
nany,
- aM. v't
w:
M

old--

.

COME

i'cnully.

years

$3.50

fc

;p

8

ff

-

wt
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n

to

coat; colors: green, red and
brown, only
MIsbcss Tan Kersey Full Length Coat, nicely
trimmed with braid, new bell sleeve, frr
all sizes from 6 to 16 years; only.,
$5.00

d

his is

with

0000M-There will be a wide range ofjstyles in

1

'I

trimmed

satin ribbon

THE ECONOMIST

vpends entirely
perfection
upon the C' bestowed upon
Ixpeclunt mothers
lib parent.
tenderest care,
tthoult! have I
i!
'lhey sh..r' e spared all worry
and anxiety, They should eat
plenty of K"" nourishing food
This
anutaiit'i;i:i
will i,,, a (,nn v. iv toward preserv-antheir beauty
ing their he:il"U
as well as tli nf the little one to
come. IiJt t" lie absolutely sure
of a tbort ai. i cinless labor they
J use
si.

I"n

'

df

$7.50

blossom- -

PJloihor's
a

Jackets,

In single and doable breated styles,
20 and
27 Inch
lengths; loose, half
tight and tight fit
ting; price range
from
$4.35 upwards.
Monte
Ladies'
Carlos, like cut here
illustrated, made of
good quality kersey, satin lined. 30
Inches long, velvet
collar,
the new
Kimona sleeve, all
seam strap covered,
colors: tan, castor, blue, red and
fl 1 O
black
sPlZ.DU
Monte Carlo Coats, made of fine broadclt(t.
meltons and silks, handsomely lined
.
1
throughout with fancy silk, up from. . . $ 2.
Silk Monte Carlos, trimmed with fancy braid,
length, black.
satin lined,

Special Suit No. 2 Heavy Etamlne Suit in all colors
and sizes, 32 to 40, well made and nicely trimmed
with band of taffeta regular $10.00
Special
suit.

f

is very mm h l:We the
Its beauty
injj of n Ibmt

This department ls
crowded with all
the newest In ladles
and childrens gar-

Of every

Baby's
Birth

Danger in Fall Colds.
Kail colds are liable to hang on all
winter leaving the
pneumonia,
bronchitis, or consumption.
Foley's
Honey and Tar cures quickly and prevents serious results, safe and sure,
contains no opiates and will not constipate. Alvarado Pharmacy.
o
BUYS TEN CITY BLOCKS.

Our Cloak Department

Tailor Made Suits....

BOTH PRISONERS GOT AWAY.

Saloon Used as a Temporary Jail Failed to Hold the Men.
Two men were arrested eight miles
from Tucuracarl this week charged
with stealing and slaughtering cattle.
They were seen burying something
which proved to be a hide and the
brand furnished grounds for their arrest. They were taken into Tucumcarl
and temporarily held In a saloon while
an investigation was being made. Thi
resulted In the finding of twelve steers'
heads In the bottom of a water hole
BASE BALL.
near where the hide was found. In the
evening the officer in charge of the
National League.
men relaxed his vigilance a moment
At Philadelphia
7 and one of the nu n, William Haper,
Brooklyn
Philadelphia
0 niaib his escape. Several shots were
Hatteries: Garvin and Hitter; Iberg, fired In the direction he took but the
officer could not follow him as he had
DiiKgleby and Dooin.
to guard the other prisoner. Later
At Pittsburg
5 the otiier prisoner was paroled and
Pittsburg
promised to appe ar in court the next
1
Cincinnati
and Zimmer; morning, but ho lias not been seen
Batteries: Ches-brsince.
Vickers and Pietz.
At Hoston
6
Boston
R
0
New York
Batteries: Willis and K'ttredge;Mi.
ler and Kobinson.
Second game
4
Boston
2
New York
Batteries: PittiiiKer and Muran;
Cronin and. Bowerman.

see-lso-

Fancy Groceries
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THE ECONOMIST

The Economist

cattle Interests.
A thin layer of Ice was reported In
this city early this morning In several

!(MM11J

THE ECONOMI81

Dis

trict Local Paragraphs.
Special Correspondence.
Silver City. N. M.. Oct. 3. The quail
season opened on the first of October
and during the past three days hunters
have leen leaving for the country In
hunt of that sport.
Mr. Harlan has commenced work on
the steel wagon bridge across Main
street on Broadway and the work ls
being pushed toward completion as
fast as possible. The bridge will have
approach on either side
a twenty-foo- t
and be a very substantial structure so
that the floods will not carry it away.
A deal was closed In this city whereby Dell Holson sold the
Tenderfoot livery stables and all the stock
and rigs of that popular stable and
corral to T. L. Ix)we, the first of this
month. Mr. Holson will look after his

"world f exclusively for women
has made i so many actual
cures and attained such an

ii i enormaus

THE ECONOMIST

Mining

I

RfClUTOR CO.
NT A.
"

OA.

lre

tatf

Bora.

Suits Made to Order...

Ml.

MANDELL

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN SATURDAY

ClN r y CATH-fR?-

c

I

ANNUAL SALE.

Greatest in the World

A MILLION AMERICAN NURSING MOTHERS keep themselves and their babies in splendid health with OASOARETS
' Candy Cathartia The wonderful things OASOARETS do for
mamas and their babies have become known through kind
words of those who have tried them, and so the sale is now
nearly A MILLION BOXES A MONTH. Mama takes a OAS- CARET, baby sets the benefit The sweet, palatable tablet, eaten by the nursing mother,
regulates her ostein, increases her flow of milk, and makes her milk mildly purgative. Baby
gets the effect diluted and as part of its natural food no violenoe no danger perfectly
natural results. No more sour curds in baby's stomach, no more wind oolio, cramps, convulsions,
worms, restless nights. All druggists, lOo, 26c, 60a Never sold in bulk. Genuine tablet stamped
vt
OCC Sample and booklet free. Address Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or New York- -

"

era ; ' a sham

Ladies' waists and colored shirt
battle which was almost
its appearance
waists at less than V4 price at The
t
performances of Turks; then
Economist.
o
thrilling add exciting feature of the ?
Answer this Question.
Till Btfalo Bill Wild West Show whole performance, the saddling and .. How could
tue manufacturers of the
riding of bucking bronchos. In which
Albuquerque, the strong looking fine high art clothing, sold by us, they beLast Night.
grey was the star performer. After ing one of the leading houses in the
many attempts the rider, a cowboy of United States, guarantee their goods
tncy do, by a cast Iron Insurance
admirable nerve made the first mount as
THRILLING ENTERTAINMENT.
only to be thrown on his head. The policy, unless their goods were percrowd held their breath because it fect? Simon Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
The great arena at Buffalo Bill's as a hair breadth escape. The sec
o
degreat
mount
exciting
to
was
a
ond
ex"WildWest last night was a scene of
Costumes.
gree. The broncho began a fine exhi
The Standard paper patterns Just rehibitions that were thrilling,

INTERESTING;

realistic

in

4 1902

NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETING
There will bo p." ttilar meeting of
Cottonwood grove No. 2. Woodmen
Circle, this evening at 7:30 o'clock. All Of the Stockholder of the Montezuma,
Savings, Loan and Building Asmembers requested to be present. Mrs.
sociation of Albuquerque,
Hopping, guardian.
Mrs. Cochran,
New' Mexico.
clerk.
Notice is hereby given-tha- t
a meet' A Typical South African Store.
ing of the stockholders of the Monte" O. R.
Sundays
Villa,
Hay
Larson.of
zuma Savings, Loan
Building as
Rivef.Cape Col6ny, conducts a :store sociation will be he Idand
at. the', office of
typical of South 'Africa, at which can. said
association in the city of Albube purchased anything from the" pro- querque
on
10th day of Novemverbial "needle to an anchor." This ber, 1902, at the
2 o'clock in the afternoon
store Is situated in a valley nine miles
day.
from the nearest rlalway station and of said object
of said meeting Is to vote
The
about twenty-fivmiles from the near- upon the propoeitlon to Increase the
est town. Mr. Larson says: "I am capital
stock of said association from
favored with the custom of farmers
$1,000,000.00
to $1,500,000.00.
within a radius of thirty miles, to
A copy of the proposed amendment
many of whom I have supplied Chamberlain's remedies. All testify to their Is as follows:
"Be It resolved by the stockholders
value In a household where a doctor's
of
the Montezuma Savings, Loan and
advice Is almost out of the question.
Within one mile of my store the pop- Building association In a meeting duly
ulation Is perhaps sixty. Of these, called and assembled that the articles
within the past twelve months, no less of incorporation of said association
than fourteen have been absolutely be amended by striking out the second
cured by Chamberlain's Cough Rem- paragraph of said articles of Incorporedy. This must surely be a record." ation, which reads as follows: 'The
authorized capital of the association
For sale by all druggists.
is one million dollars ($1,000,000.00)
DEVOE'S READY - MIXED PAINT and shall be divided Into ten thousand
shares of the par value of one hunOne Gallon covers 300 Square Feet dred dollars each,' and Inserting in
the place thereof the following: 'The
TWO COATS
authorized capital of the association
Is one million five hundred thousand
UNTCRfr 8UPPUG3T
dollars ($1,500,000.00) and shall be divided Into fifteen thousand shares of
the par value of one hundred dollars
'
each.' "
Dated this 27th day of September,

-

1902.

the-mos-

8lot-Seame- d

Directors.
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Announcenent!
We have secured a sp.ee this size for
one year. In it you wit find items to
your interest in Furniture, Rockery, Glassware, and everything .nded for your
house. We will have thelargest stock,
the easiest prices, and the fest terms you
can secure in the city, jst watch this
,
.
space.

0. W. Strong 4 Sons.

L
'

4

.
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FAMILT MEDICINES.
Don't save pennies to lose dollars don't hi too economical
when your helth's at stake. We
sell drugs ancmedicines at reasonably cheap prices we don't
sell cheap drun. Anything your
physician prearlbes or you order for yoursif you'll get no
substitutes, but the genuine ar-- "
tides, at fair flees. Twenty
years' experlen
In the prescription trade. ,

Report of the Condition
of the Montezuma Savings, Loan and
Building Association of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, at the close ot business
September 30, 1902.
Resources.
:$C6,000.00
Real estate loans
770.00
Stock loans
708.22
Accounts receivable
423.67
Advanced members

at

VX

'

A. B. McMILLEN.
FR'ANK A. HUBBELL.
M. W. FLOURNOY,
J. C. BALDRIDGE,
W. H. GILLENWATER,

tbe-athlct-lc

1

r

e

10,000,000 boxes

EHREMELY

OCTOBER

bition of jumping and bucking, which ceived show
effects in
See the Prices See the Goods.
and extremely interesting. The unseated the rider after he had gone costumes,
jackets,
wai3ts
skirts.
and
spectators numbered between 6,000 about ten paces. The rider was thrown
Standard patterns can be relied upon
Single buggy harness $5.00 to $20.00.
and 6,000 and everyone was greatly between the two horses on his head In
making your autumn and winter
Double buggy harness, $15.00 to $25.
pleased. An opportunity to- - witness and It looked as though he might be
$67,903.90
paper
Be
sure to visit our
X C and Brass Mounted, harness,
the assembling in an arena warriors badly injured. He was on his feet In a clothes.
Laibilities.
pattern
inspect
our
department
and
$15.50 to $20.00.
GEO. B. VILL1ANS.
from every nation in exhibition of moment and was ready for another at- stock.
'.$42,980.56
Loan fund
are issued for every
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
PRESCRIPTIOI DRUfJQIST
tempt The third time he mounted he need in Patterns
their skill, may never occur again.
6,077.46
Undivided profits
wearing
apparel.
next
When
Saddles, $7.00 to $40.00.
HT W. Ball EUiad Ave.
Col. W. F. Cody was Interviewed in made good, but it was with the great you
3,190.58
Guaranty fund
visit our store get a copy of The
Boys' saddles, $3.50 to $7.50.
his tent Just before the beginning of est difficulty he held his position. The Designer,
2.428.77
fund
Reserve
cocxocxxxxajccoc
10 cents.
It Is the favorite
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse Individual sundries
the big show. The representative of pectators showed their appreciation woman's magazine, edited
280.27
by
Blankets, etc., etc.
The Citizen found Buffalo Bill in con- of this wonderful and daring feat by for women. Golden Rule Dry women
4,494.40
READY FR YOU
Uncompleted loans
Goods
Col.
tremendous applause. The exhibi Coference with several Indians.
Due banks and checks
when yon need anytNng In the line of
Cody introduced a very fine looking tion of nerve and bravery brings Dotti
cash and cash
buck as the son of old American Horse, ng but admiration from the people.
8,453.86
' m penny tavea is two pence clear,"
fresh or salt meat beef, lamb, mutit,oms on hand
Albuquerque
chief of the Sioux tribe at the Pine The attack on the stage by the Indians, said our old friend, Benjamin Frank- 406 Railroad Ave '."
ton, pork, ham or'baon.
We know
Ridge reservation, South Dakota. Col repulsed by the cowboy led by Buf lin. Remember its money In your poc
$67,903.90
we
buying;
what
are
know
therefore
Cody had just received a letter from falo Bill was very picturesque and ex ket to come here Thursday. Friday and AAaVaVSaVaVaVsVaVNaV'SaVSA Territory of New Mexico, County of
we are selling (now how to cut
what
the reservation requesting that Ameri tremely exciting. Buffalo Bill made Saturday three great days and theie
Bernalillo ss.
it up, too, and we wofld like to have
can Horse, Jr., be permitted to attend fhl appearance in the arena riding his ja no U8e arguing about it. We would
HOTEL CLAIRE...
I, W. H. Glllcnwater, secretary of
soltrial there' next week, and he was mak faTwrlte black horse, shooting glass g0oner e've goods away than pack
do
association,
of your trade. . ou will benefit
.more
named
above
the
. - SANTA FE, N. M.
ing" arrangements tor TilrktlepartlJfe. Walls atney were" thrown is
away Lion Store,
emnly swear that the above statement
by
it,
ae.well.M we.
His presence Is needed on account of The first time around he hit five out or
ii true to the best of my knowledge
goods
at.
'
New
Economist
dress
The
ightt-theof
;
second time three out'
ELECTRIC
FIRE 'PROOF,
the recent trouble between the settlers
.'
and belief.
New waisttngs, plain and
five- and the third attempt eignt out as follows:
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
and Indians on the reservation.
W. H. GILLENWATER,
novCol Cody In the Interview said of eleven. There were many things to novelty zibellnes, new snowflaked
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
Secretary.
SANITARY
BATHS AND
"There has been a great many changes be considered as against an exhibition jlties, new Scotch novelties, new man
and sworn to before me,
Subscribed
THROUGHOUT.
PLUMBING
and Improvements since I first knew of this kind. Although Col. Cody is nish cloth In great variety, new basket
this, the first day of October, 1902.
ROOM
LARGE
SAMPLE
Albuquerjjue.
getting well up in years he is a good weaves, new coronation suiting, new
W. MOORE CLAYTON,
"My first entrance Into the city was marksman and the same daring scout turns suitings, new broadcloth, pew
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
Notary Public.
camel hair suiting, new plaids,, new
AMERICAN PR EUROPEAN
In 1850, when J drove six yoke of oxen he always was.
crepe de chene.
l
PLAN- from Missouri. Yes, I have a great
The spectators seemed to be great
Buy insured clothing.
Native and Chicago Lumber.
o
I
many old friends here. I met old Sam ly pleased with the performance. As
GEO. E. ELLIS,
It costs no more than the other kind
Hay
Grain.
and
Drake, aa old stage driver. United a historical event it Is surpassed by Headquarters
and It is absolutely guaranteed. You Sherwin-Willia- ms
ALrAV';?o
Building
Owner.
and
hay
all
kinds
of
Proprietor
for
and
State Marshal C. M. Foraker and none and all who had the opportunity grain is at David A. Bittner's. Specialcet an insurance policy with every gar Covers More I Looks Best I Wears Long- 8 ASH, DOORS. BLINDS, PLA8TKB
I spent more time in of witnessing the Congress of Rough
x&aay others.
ment, direct from the factory, and est I . Most Economical ! Foil Measure I LIMJi, CEMENT, GLASS, PAINT, Etc
ties are white oats, rolled barley, Kanthe north than around Albuquerque Riders of the World will never regret sas prairie and timothy hay.
should anv coat, pants or overcoat
First itreet and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
prove unsatisfactory to you a new garWell. I have not found the number of it.
o
charge,
W.
Avenue.
212
Railroad
you
of
Parade.
good backers I expected to find in
free
Peninsular base neaters burn less
ment will be sent to
southern California, Arizona and in the
The streets were filled with a multi fuel, give more heat and ventilate your
What more can you ask? Simon Stern,
Cigars
Liquors
and
line
The
finest
of
vicinity of El Paso. But I have been tude of expectant people for over an rooms. Whitney Company,
I
the Railroad avenue clothier.
patrons
invitcordially
All
and
friends
very fortunate in securing one In New hour last evening waiting for the great
Iceberg."
It
Lunch
to
ed
visit
"The
AlSTOVE WORK.
Let us figure on jour plumbing.
There was great cheering
Mexico at Torreon from a Mexican parade.
'
every day.
Go to E. J. PoBt & Co. to have your served
buquerque Hardware company.
NEW AND SECOND HAND HOUSEHOLD GOODS
named Pedro Sanchez, and a trial will along the line when the different rep
BALLING,
STEVE
get
by
good
a
stove
job
work
done
and
Proprietor.
be made tonight. He may not be what resented nations made their appear
Gentlemen! order your new suit
we bought him for, but you will have ance.
Indian oraves aecoraieu iu competent mechanics.
Furniture
now
of the Nettleton Tailoring agency
o
A.
an opportunity of witnessing the first utrikin colors and war paint made
week.
fair
dressed
Acorn base burners. The world's
and be well
Crockery,
attempt to ride uim. If the horse Is the impression which had been Intend standard. Whitney Comapny.
FIRE INSURANCE
what we expect we will name him Al ed. The Rough Rider band furnished
Home made bread, cakes and pies
Granitewear,
buquerque."
Fresh taffies, nut candies and fudges Secretary Mutual Building Association at rs. Ackers, 601 Keleher avenue.
mucis that would satisfy the taste of
com
Tinware,
was
o
parade
at Delaney's today.
"We have bad a very good trip any muBlc lover. The
Office at J. C. Baldrldge's Lumber Yard
W. L. Brackett & Co.,
o
through this country, and I am very plete In every detail and the. crowd
Art Squares,
your
by
Have
well
ventilated
house
the new blacksmiths on Copper avewhich had waited so patiently were ex
much pleased on account of it."
MADAME PHILIPPS.
Third streets,
and
using
Second
a
Peninsular
base
burner.
nue,
between
Mattresses,
by
his
accompanied
pleased.
Cody
tremely
was
Col.
Whitney Company.
have received a new rubber tiring
daughter, a very charming young lady,
The Wild West
Springs.
machine and guarantee their work.
Buffalo Bill's Congress of Rough Rid
The assembling of the Congress of
They do horseshoeing as a specialty,
Rough KIders of the World in the ers never falls to create great enthus
BEDS-ALL
SIZES
IRON
o
arena was a spectacular sight, and the iasm wherever it goes. Genuine sol of suffering from Indigestion If you eat
.Home made bread, cakes and pies
UP
$3.00
apmanner in which they made their
dlers are always the admlrationof what you want, or of starring yourself
at rs. Ackers, 501 Keleher avenue.
pearance was very thrilling. The scene American youth, as they are the pride to avoid such distress? Acker's Dyspepsia Tablets taken after eating will
Fresh home made candy 15 cents
waa complete in Its beauty when the of those 'of older years.
GOODS
HOUSEHOLD
yonr food perfectly and free
per pound at Delaney's.
Col. Cody .("Buffalo Bill") Includes d'gest
colonel made his appearance and made
o-from all the disagreeable sympON EA5T1PATMENTS 5
.
a few Introductory remarks. The ex in his company some of the picked you
Indigestion and dyspepsia. Eat
Mrs. H. E. Sherman, dressmaker and
ose toms of
hlbition of riding which followed show men .of Uncle Sam's cavalry,
what you want at any time and take an
No. 218 South 6econd Street
ladley tailor, No. 217 SoutU Second
HOUSE FURNISHINGS
ed that they were skilled in their prc-- marveloas feats of horsemanship as- Acker tablet afterward.
Positively Is closing out her hair dressing and
street.
the
they
arouse
follow
no
tnunri
guaranteed. Your money will always manicuring parlors.
lees than
ftssion. Feats of unusual merit
.Switches, wigs
5BS
New and Second
be refunded if you are not satisfied. and bangs, powders, creams and hair
ing were: Race of nations, artillery pride of all American citizens.
You get your money's worth when
Write to us for a tree sample.- - w. H,
drill and the quickness In which they
SouthwestThat the Wild West Is the most
Ice."
Co.. Buffalo. N. Y. J. H. tonics all will be sold at a great sacri you buy "Diamond
and realistic exhibition of Hooker
Albuquerque N. M.
drilled added much beauty to the
ern Brewery & Ice Co.
117 Gold Avenue
O'Rielly ft Co., and B. II. Brlggs & Co. fice.
his
exAmerican
in
pony
epoch
riding
scene; exhibition of
an Important
ureas: skilled Mexican lariat throw tory Is not to be questioned.
Col. Cody finds it difficult to secure
SMOTHER A COUGH. rfDresentation
of the Indian tribes
more recruits to the
You can smother a'cough there being iptherefore
the day is fast
cowboy ranks,
with your hand but you can't approaching when the Wild West' will
to live long In
ON OUR STOCK OF
cure it that way. Some medi- nana out of existence
the memory of those generations forTT- -cines only smother coughs.
tunate In seeing it in Its glory and ImjLjubbAw,j
portance.
Scott's Emulsion cures them.
slot-seame- d

-

Thos-

l

Keleher

Te-air.fhe-

,

-

Wm. Farr,

.

J. C.

silk-woo-

BALDRIDGE
Paper

Paint

The ICEBERG

...BORRADAILE & CO...

E. WALKER

13

What Is the Use

.

0a4

WE HAVE THE LARGEST LINE OF

STOVES

Spent Mora Than 1,000.
Old coughs and deep-rooteW. W. Baker, of Plainvtew, Keb.,
coughs can't be cured until wries: "My wife suffered from lung
She tried
the inflammation which causes trouble for fifteen years. spent
over
a number of doctors and
them has been replaced by $1000 without relief. She became very
low and lost all hope. A friend recomhealthy tissue.
mended Foley's Honey and Tar and,
That is exactly the kind ot thanks to this great remedy, it saved
- She enjoys bettter health
thorough, wdrk Scott s Emul- her life.'
she has nown hi tea years." U
than
"the
changes'
sion does. "It
(use substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.
n
entire nature of the throat and
Call Early
nothing
is
there
lungs so that
and avoid the rush at Futrelle'S Furto cough about. v. ;
niture Co.'s Get your extra cots, bedd

.

ed for Free Samptf. f
iCOTT ft fiOWMC, Cbcnuaitit W eilSt., N. V

ding, etc.
house.

Everything to furnish the

Both Wholesale and Retail
Do not buy until you examine our stock We can please you
In New Mexico

60

DAY SPECIAL SALE

wagons, j.ixifSD r
ness and Saddles.

Jobbers of SheTf and Heavy Hardware. Plumbers, Steam and Gas Fitters
Tinners end Cornic Makers. We buy only In car lots.

Bain Wagons, $75.10,
Buggies for $58.00.
Spring Wagons, $38.20.
We will save you money.

Whitiiev Ooiiipaiiy

Get our prices before yon buy

113-11- 7

South Second Street

Albuquerque, New Mexico

HandJ

j.
T

juruci

D
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fvj.,

newmexico.
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THE ALBUQUEKQUE DAILY. CITIZEN
OFFICIAL

....THE FAIR....

Notary

Funds--

Land Office Business.

ESTABLISHED 1886.
-

CrockerirQlaBBware and
China in all its branches.
Graniteware, Unionware, Delf-warTinware, Table Cutlery,
Lamps, Tea and Coffee
the best with premium.

Frugality,

MATTERS.

Appointed-Territo- rial

-

.

NEW MINING COMPANY.

Thomas C. Stevenson, of Las Vegas,
Hot Springs, was appointed a notary
public by Governor Otero.

e.

To Survey Townships.
Surveyor General Llewellyn has received authority to survey fractional
townships 1 and 2, N. H E., In Chaves
and Guadalupe counties.

policy-holder-

Auto, ovtr

$352,000,000

Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn

Give us a call.

received from Superintendent Bursum,
of the penitentiary, $150 convicts' earning fund, and $296.50 as Interest on
deposits.

J.W. MALETTE
GROSS, KELLY&CO.
(Incorporated)

wholesalFgrocebs
Wool, Hides, Pelts

Incorporation.
The New Golden Bell Mining company was Incorporated Friday with a
capital stock of $1,000,000, divided Into 1.000.00U shares of the par value of
$1 each. The object Is to conduct a
mining and smelting business and the
term Is for fifty years. The principal
place of business is San Marcial and
the directors are Ross A. Mulvlhill, F.
William Kraft and Lucero M. Lasley.

A mo ant paid to

over

Policy-holder- s,

$569,000,000
Writ for

"Whm Shall

I

bandlo

11)11

,

C

Baking Powder,
Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Good,
Colorado Lard and Meats.
K.

,tit),ifrcinDiH!l'
I

-

House at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LA
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR- ETA. N. M.

BIQ ENOUGH FOR ANYBODY,
wm
We have arm chairs, easy chairs, re-clining chairs and a whole lot of other "
furniture big enough for the largest 3
man, comfortable enough Xqr the small- - est child, and we're only too anxious f
to let you inspect them.r Please con- - ""
aider this a cordial Invitation to call.
We sell the Eclipse Steel Range as ?
good as any and at a moderate price.
Every one guaranteed,
S

Futrelle Furniture Co.

The Mutual Life Insuranci
Company of New York
Rkthaub A. McCvwt, Praioent.

Darby A. Day, Mgn, Albuquerque, N.

Le-lan-

well-borin-

Mr.-Owe-

-

r,,

West End Viaduct,
Cor. Second Street and Gold. Avenue

DECORATIVE

...

7
Important
a
znoBt
Is
factor in the (
Jewelry worn, and best results are?
obtained from artistlo design and!
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooch
es, pins, etc, are of that high artj
and quality found only In jewelry o'
me nncst make.

EFFECT-

5

T. Y. MAYNARD,
JEWELER.
Watch inspector A., T.
and S. F. P. Railroads.
9.1 1 1 1 11
f

t

11

ItIII

9.

mil t rA4JHXtM MA

& S. F.

ItAtA

M. BERGER.
fligh Grade Flour and Candies
WHOLESALE DEALER

(

m

IN

A SPECIALTY OF THE

FAMOUS EMPRESS FLOUR

OUTSIDE ORDERS SOLICITED
r
AVE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX. 5

213 WEST RAILROAD

-
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Still a Growing
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the eaug ameant of 10,000
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902. and In order to do o we are
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40. centa per
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE a SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
ct prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
"
keep the very best to be had
As to teas. Everyone knows that
in the territory.

A. J. MAL0Y, 214

1

W. Railroad Ave

O00X3eX3eX3K)X300eX3K)ey)X

Frank Tomei & Bros,
ARTISTIC TAILORS AND DRAPERS
119 RAILROAD

ill

AVE.

Only shop In town which employ
first class workmen.
Thirty years' experience In selecting the latest novelties in the
Imported
finest
Worsteds and
Tweeds. Goods from all the lead-incloth firms of Europe and
America.
The beet cloth display for Fall
and Winter in Mexico.
We solicit your patronage, gentlemen dressers. Satisfaction guaranteed or no saie.

g

M.

accompanied her son, Joe Scottl, to
Palo Alto, Cal., and saw the young
d
man Installed as a student In the
Stanford university.
The Santa Fe railway
outfit which Is at work sinking a well
at Chaves station a short distance this
side of the continental divide, "has
Land Office Business.
Btruck. a good flow of water at a depth
; Homestead
Entries Samuel Brown, of 350 feet.
:;
Santa Rosa, 160 acres. In Guadalupe
county; Gregorlo Sanchez, Santa Rosa, Chamberlain
Cough Remedy Saved
120 acres of land In Guadalupe coun',
:,. Hi Bey's Life..
ty.
"I believe f saved my (nine year old)
Final Homestead Entries Gregorlo boy's life this winter with ChamberSanchez y Gonzales, of Santa Rosa, 40 lain's Cough Remedy,", says A. M.
acres In Guadalupe county; Estanislas Hoppe, Rio Creek, Wis. "He was so
Chavez, of Santa Rosa, 160 acres In choked up with croup that he could
Guadalupe county.
not speak. I gave it to him freely
until he vomited and in a short time
' We sell the greatest
of blood purl, he was all right." For sale by all
flers. Acker's Blood Ellxer.under a pos- druggists.
itive guarantee.
It will cure chron-l- s
and other blood poisons. If you
William Hitchcock, foreman of the
have eruptions or sores on your body,
or are pale, wei.k or run down, it is Santa Fe round house at San Marcial,
Just what you need. We refund money was an Albuquerque1 visitor yesterday,
If you are not satisfied. 60 cents and saw the circus last night, and returned
$1. J. H. O Rielly & Co, and B. H. home on passenger train No. 27.
Brlggs as Co.
" A Dozen
Time a Night.
Excellent Dinner.
Dunn, of Benton Ferry,
The Columbus hotel, 204 South Sec-on- W. Va., writs: "I have had kidney and
street, upetairs, Tiaa an established bladder trouble for years, and it
reputation for first class dinners, fam- became so bad that I was obliged to
ily style.
Mrs. G. E. Hopkins, pro- get up at least a dozen times a night.
prietress.
I never received any permanent bene-fl- t
from any medicine until I tried
The Peninsular is a heater and venFoley's Kidney Cure. After using two
tilator. Whitney Company,
bottles, I am cured." Alvarado Phar' .
Free lunch every day from 10 o'clock macy.
0
a. m. till 12 o'clock m. at Vendcme ho
Inspector Hanna, of the Santa Fe
.
tel
water service department at San MarMcSpadden-Sprlnge- r
cial, is In the city Inspecting the water
Transfer Co.
service equipment Pt the. local yards.
Haul anything.
,
.
Let us haul your trunks.
Bronchitis for Twenty Year.
, Mrs. .Minerva Smith." of Danville, 111.,
Any man who doesn't take advantage of our great shirt sale by laying in wrKea: "I had bronchitis for twenty
a supply for the next twelve months, years and never got relief until I used
ought not to wear any. The Lion Foley's Honey and Var which is a
sure cure.'" Contains no opiates. AlStore.
varado Pharmacy.
F. A. Jones, t. MM C. E.
Consulting Mining Engineer
Frank and Sidney Horkett, both with
Field assistant U. S. Geological Survey the Santa Fe at San Mafclal, saw BufAlbuquerque, N. M.
falo Bill's Wild West hast night and
Correspondence solicited.
returned home on passenger train No.
o
27.
MONUMENTS.
All kinds of stone and amble work
Forty Years Torture.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
To 1 relieved from a torturing disner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
ease after 40 years' torture might well
H. Q. MAURINO.
cause the gratitude of anyone. That
Notice for Publication.
is what De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve
(Small Holding Claim No. 1763.)
did for C. Haney, Geneva, O. He says:
Department of the Interior. United "De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve cured
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., me of piles after I had suffered 40
Sept. 24, 1902.
years." Cures cuts, burns, wounds,
Notice Is hereby given that the fol- skin diseases.
Beware of counter
lowing named claimant has filed notice feits. B. H. Brlggs & Co. J. H.
of his intention to make final proof in O'Rieliy & Co. .
support of his claim under sections 16
Edmund R. Lets, a nephew of City
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26
Stats., 854), as amended by the act of Engineer Pitt Ross, who has been in
February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., 470), and the employ of the Santa Fe freight dethat said proof will be made before partment at the local station, left yesthe clerk of the probate court at Al- terday for Denver to accept a position
Express combuquerque, N. M., on November 10, with the Wells-Farg1902, viz: Carmel Ruiz de Sandoval, pany.
in behalf of the heirs of Telesfora LoGoes Like Hot Cakes.
pez de Ruiz, for the tract In sections
" The fastest selling article I have
Nos. 7 and 8, Tp. 9 N., R. 3 E., New
in my store," writes . druggist C. T.
Mexico principal meridian.
He names the following witnesses Smith, of Davis, Ky.. "Dr. King's New
to prove his actual continuous adverse Discovery of Consumption, Coughs
possession of said tract for twenty and Colds, because it always cures.
years next preceding the survey of the In my six years of sales It has never
failed. I have known it to save sufferers
township, vis:
Gregorlo Bareta, Francisco Apodaca from throat and lung diseases, who
y Molina, Junto Gutierrez, Amador could get no help from doctors or any
Sanchez, all of Albuquerque, New Mex- other remedy." Mothers rely on it,
best physicians prescribe it, and all
ico.
Any person who desires to protest druggists guarantee satisfaction or re
price. Trial Ixittlea free. Reg
against the allowance of said proof, fund
or who knows of any substantial rea- ular sir.es, 50c and $1.
o
son under the laws and regulations of
the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
Patent case oysters, blue points and
given an opportunity at the above men- Houma
selects. Owing to our patent
tioned time and place to cross examine cace system of shipping we are ena
the witnesses of said claimant, and to liled to offer our customers
the finest
offer evidence in rebuttal of that sub- flavored bulk oysters in the world,
we
by
mitted
claimant.
positively guarantee their purity,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
cleanliness
and freshness, oysters
Register.
shipped in these patent cases reach us
Mrs. Mary Scott!, of South First in natural healthy state with all the
street, has returned from a pleasant original salt sea tuMe retained.
On the other hau l remember that
vitit of two months in San Francisco
Ice
water oysters shipped in wooden
and other points in California. She
pails have had all tt. ir original flavor
sapped up by the ire and water, that
they are subject to all the Impurities
that may be contaiii 'd in the ice and
that gets your lungs sore and weak water with which tin y are mixed, and
and pares the way for pneumonia or further they are alwuvs emlialmed with
consumption, or both. Acker's Eng. a chemical preservative to keep them
lish Remedy will stop the cough in a
pails.
day and heal your lungs. It will cure from souring in the
The San Jose Ma: !"t has exclusive
consumption, asthma, bronchitis and
ail throvt and lung troubles. Positive- sale in Albuquerijue of "Patent Caae
ly guaranteed, and money refunded If Oysters."
not satisfied. Write to us for free sam
Orders taken for every known make
ple. W. H. Hooker sc Co., Buffalo, N.
ran-fY. J. H. O'Rieliy & Co.. and B. H. of stoves and
Albuquerque
Briggs & Co.
Hardware company.
d
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Just a Cough

S.

T.
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Note Ail classified advertisement
or rather "liners,'' one cent a word for
each insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to insure proper classification
all "liners' should b left at this office not' later hun So'dlock p. m. "
,
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Headquarter for Carpets, Llneleuttij

HONEY TO LOAN

MatUng."

Z&fJ

Curtain,' laokeU and

House Furnishing Good.

On Furniture,

Pianos, Organs, Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salary. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time Is given.
Wltnout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession; GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
305 West Railroad Avenue.

WHILE YOU'RE DUSTING
And having the houte renovated for the Fall and Winter
you will of course te what
I
needed in every room
from the kitchen to the parlor, then come in and see
how well and reasonably we
can supply your wants,
FOR THE FLOORS
Carpet, Rug, Mattings,
and Linoleum; all style, at
all prices.
FOR THE WINDOWS
Lace Curtain, Portiere
and Shade.'
FOR THE TABLE....
Elegant Llnene, Napkin
and Doyile.

I mure?

1

W
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CLASSIFIED ADS.

thrift and ability mark the
American, and in manufacturing and commerce have placed
the United States first among
the nations of 'the Avorld. No
institution so ty p ifie s the
growth' of the country as The,
Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York.
s
It has paid
more than any other company
in the world.
Its assets exceed those of any
other company in existence.

'

-

SATURDAY OCTOBER

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Well aired, elegantly furnished rooms. Mrs. O. J. Fro&t, 616
East Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms.
810 South Third street.
FOR RENT The Albuquerque Planing Mill company has decided to establish their plant In larger quarters
and In consequence the present location on South First street Is for rent
and will be improved to suit' ten
"" " ants.
RENT
rooms
Two
furnished
FOR
for
light housekeeping between ' Second
and Third streets. Call at 203 West
Tljeras avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms over
postofflce $2 and $3 a week. Mrs.
Heron.
FOR RENT Five-roohouse and
bath. Inquire of O. N. Marron.

2
8

smitr

S

A. A WINTERER

5

V

OPTICIAN

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO FILLING OCULISTS' PRESCRIPTIONS AND FRAME FITTINGS.

EYES TESTED FREE

For the Past Twelve Year Optician with A. 8. Aloe Co., St. Lout. Mo.
307 RAILROAD AVENUE, with B. RUPPE, DRUGGIST.
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW MEXICO

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE The equipment of a large
rooming house; in desirable location;
rent cheap; $300 can be taken In fair
week. 205 North Second street.
FOR SALE Several oeartiful homes
and city lots. These are bargains
and must be seen to te appreciated.
No trouble to show property. See
Jno. W. McQuade.
FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
of old papers, good for wrapping
,
purposes, cheap. Address, The
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE Old papers, 25 centa per
hundred, at the Citizen office.
IMPROVED
Automatic Gaslighter,
lights gas without matches; just imported; sensational marvel. Sample
25c, dozen $1.50. Don't delay; get
some today. Hamburger Gaslighter
Co., 79 Fifth avenue, Chicago.

m
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OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED

1878

L. B. PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER.

C1U-sen-

Carries the Largest
as f1st Biteaalve
Stock l

Flour, drain
nd Provisions.
.

Staple Oroceries

Car lots a specialty.

-

!

SMthwest.

-

FARfl AND FREIQHT WAGONS.
Albuuuerque

Railroad Avenue

WANTED.
REFINED young widow alone, wishes
' position as companion housekeeper
,
or nurse for invalid. Address "L,"
Citizen office.
WANTED Ten men in each state to
travel, tack signs and distribute earn- pies and circulars of our goods. Sal- - ary $60 per month; $2.75 per day for
expenses. National Soap Works.Chl- cago.
WANTED Graduated music teacher
wishes pupils; references given.
dress 1303 University Hill.
WANTED Active Catholic lady to
work at home; $36 paid for 12 days'
trial; permanent if satisfactory,
John Engwall, Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.
WANTED By manufacturing house,
reliable person to travel, calling on
retail merchants and agents. Local
territory. Positon permanent. Business successful and rushing. Salary
$1024 a year guaranteed and all ex
penses. Previous experience un
necessary. Address. Standard House
Caxton Building, Chicago.
WANTED Gents- - good second hand
clothing, shoes and hats, 615 South
First street Call or address R. J
Sweeney.
WANTED Five young men from Bernalillo county at once to prepare for
positions in the government service.
Apply to Inter-StatCorres. Inst,
Cedar Rapids. Ia.
e

FIRST NATIONAL BANK I
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
'

U. S. DEPOSITORY
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies. '
Authorized Capital'.
$500,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
r . .$200,000.00
To-pe-

OFFICERS AND TIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
H. F. Raynolds,
A B. McMillan,
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 1 1 5.

LOCAL

CLUB BUILD1NO.

00)o7K)

gold and silver novelties
at factory price. Write for illustrated catalogue sent free of charge.
Money refunded If purchase does not
meet with your approval. Manhattan Diamond Co, 37 and 39 Maiden
Lane, New York.
TO LOAN $3,000, In sums to suit, on
city realty. R. W. D. Bryan, First
National Bank building.

DIAMONDS,

SHIP TOUR PELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS. & COP

Z

.

Woo' Pullers and Tanners,
Albuquerque, New Mexico1

WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF
HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.

and Boys' Fine Shirts
are too many for any store to handle,
especially if they haven't the room for
'em. But remember go they must
and 39c for a fancy shirt is just like
getting money from home. The Lion
Store.
3,265 Men'

work done and satisfaction
Please write us for trice

Eiret-clas-a

guaranteed

jO00OODe0OODO
TH 1

o

We would sooner have our goods
back and return your money than have
you dissatisfied, because our prices are
such that our furniture Is always worth
just what it was sold for. We want
your trade, either cash or time payment. Futrello Furniture company,
west end viaduct.

ST. ELMO

SAIPIE
Finest
Whiskies,
Brandlea,

Wines, etc.

AND CLUB

ROOI.

JOSEPH HARNETT, Prop,
120 W.

Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

o

Have you seen .that blue enameled
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hard
ware company's store. It is the most
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
seen in Albuquerque,

"

UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

COMHERCIAL

MISCELLANEOUS.

Shirts! Shirts! Shirts!
The kind you always wore
Shlrtsr Shirts! Shirts!- You get them at The Lion Store,

ka

R. P. HALL,

trm and
.

.

Canine;: Or. Coal so 4 Lumber
re. Bat bit Metal; Olumns and Iron
-

D asi

Grade

Proprietor

Keohlr

rOUNDMX

i

It
Car:

VYonta

Shafting. Pulleys.
tor OaUdlcfs;

Micto- aaid M 111 MaoLinorr a KpeclUty.
mlVX KaOLiiOAO
'i BACK, AUSCQCKHQir. X.
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THE AL1UIQUKRQUE DAILY CITIZEN SATURDAY
HUGE

It's "Beady '
Possible

"'1

--

BU.

You haven't vet tried a Homel Hitfh
Make it a point to get one today, when you
feel the need of a "bracer."
It's up to you to enjoy thP good things ot lite
ssysu r. along.
A

l

..::Tes.

Tlie

Meyers-Ab- el

raw?

..Jnl

Co.,

Distributors.

4 1902

METEOROLITE.

Hen. Antonio Joseph Discovers Ono
Near OJo Callente, Taos
County.
Hon. Antonio Joseph, former delegate to congress and proprietor of the
celebrated OJo Cnllente bath resort,
while driving in the vicinity of that
plac? ft few days ago discovered what
appeared to be ft large Iron boulder,
very different in formation from anything in that section. He chipped off a
tmail piece and s.iowed it to a sclen-t:s- t
from Chicago, now sojourning at
the hot springs for hi; health, who
ptonounce'l it a e?nuiu? nietrorolite
ftone, the largest he hn-- ever seen.
This nictecrolite 13 attracting a great
deal of attention, being til? largest
ever found in New Mexico aril likely
5'0
in the west. It wcijiu
,m:l l.'too poun.ls.
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Uncle Sam says
all right

J.

it's

tTncle Sum, ln the prison ot ton of hl Kovernmont official, t slwnys In charge of evr
department of our iiwillcrv. Durlnir the entire vroce-- ot distillation, after the whisker
durlnir the aeven year It remains there, from the
la stored In barrels In our
ery raln we buy to the whiskey you iret. Uncle Sam Is constantly on the wau-We dare
not take a gallon of our own whiskey from our own warehouse unless he aaya it's all riifht.
And when he does sav so. thnt whiskey goes direct to yon. with all itsoriirlnal atrenifth. richness and flavor. oarr intr a UMTKU STATKS REGISTERED DISTILLER S GUARANTEE of PURITY uml AGE, and saving the dealers' enormous profits. That's wbr
HAYNEK WHISKEY is the best for medicinal purposes. That's why It is preferred for
other uses. That's why we have over a quarter of a million satisfied customers. That's
why YOU should try it Your money bock If you're not autlstlcd.

(ESTABLISHED 1883.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

Direct from our distillery to YOU
Savis DeaUrs' Profits ! Pnvents Adulteration

M. flOORE
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Notes from Correspondents
Special Correspondent e.
I.r.c Vegas, Oct. S Adolph Wiser
and Samuel Weinert arrived here last
night lrom Santa Ke. They were pardoned from the penitentiary on October 1 by Governor Otero. It will be
remembered the two Roumanian Jews
vo:e convicted last May of larceny
and reccivir-- s stolen goods from life J'3 department store, and were sentenced to oris year each in the penitentiary. There was considerable efTort
made l.y a number of the local Jews at
the time to git the case discharged,
Since
but the men were convicted.
then the local Jews have been making
the efTort to get the men released, and
were successful after me fellows
spending three months and twenty
days in the prison. The men say they
will not remain here but will go on to
Colorado, as they think that place better for them.
Ben Eitlegeorge arrived today from
Indiana, where he has been visiting
several months. He will be the stamp
er in the postoffice here.
Allen French, a young lad about 16
years of age, was arrested last night
by the night police as he got off the
blind baggage of No. 8. The arrest
was made on receipt of a telegram
from the sheriff of McKlnley county,
W. A. Smith, of Gallup. The lad was
running away from home, and the arrest was caused by his father, Adam
French, of Gallup. It seems the father
and mother went to Colorado for a
visit a short time ago, and on return-in- s
home, found some things missing.
Tne father accused the loy of, making
away with the missing articles, and the
lad resented the accusation, and struck
out in the world for himself. A telegram was received here this morning
from the father, who is a watchman
for the railroad at Gallup, asking him
to come home as his mother was sik,
and telling him It would be all right
with him. The lad consented to return and transportation was telegraphed him and be left this afternoon.
The Mora mandamus proceedings
was up liefore Judge William J. Mills
this morning, the attorneys for the
plaintiffs being E. V. Long, G. P. Money
and A. A. Jones.
The defense was
.p.nd'ed by Hon. Charles A. Spiess
er:d S. I). Davie. The question was on
a demurrer to a writ of mandamus to
compel the board of county commissioners of Mora county to restore the
several changed precincts to their
.original bounds, 'lhe argument was
mc.le on a question of law to determine if on the face of the writ, whether the petitioners have any right. The
Judge took the matter under consideration, and will render his decision Mon-

brakes.
Miss Vera Chapman returned this
evening oa No. 1 from an cxter.ied
visit at South Bend and other points
in Indiana.
Mrs. A. Eaca, cister of John Eoctn,
came in iiiia evening with her family
from Shoemaker and vi!l take in the
show tomorrow.
L. M. Parke and bride came in this
evening on No. 1 froni their Shoemaker ranch to see the sights tomorrow.
Col. It. G. Head and daughter returned this evening from tnelr trip up
to Wagon Mound.
There was t;ulte a little snow in the
air this morning, and patches of the
"beautiful" in many places.
Judge Mills haa given W. B. Bunker,
as attorney for Gottlieb Layer, Judgment in the sum of $024 against the
San Miguel National bank, same being
for a deposit, with Interest, made by
plaintiff in the bank, he having lest
the certificate. The suit was a friend
ly one.
W. B. Twitchell, F. C. Smith and
William Sparks have recorded the Chi
cago claims 1, 2, 3 and 4, in the Cooper
mining district, or near the Hamilton
mine near Glorieta.
W. C. Wrigley, the Raton attorney,
was here today on legal business, and
Is suspected of wanting to stay over to
see the circus tomorrow.
Sheriff of Mora county, Teodoro Roy-baIs in our county capital today to
hear the mandamus proceedings.
Richard Larimore and wife will
leave tomorrow night for Kansas City,
where Mrs. Larimore will undergo an
operation.
Mr. Larimore wnl return
ln a C0Pl? f
and Bert L. Corey
win iaKe uis piaee at tue iickci omce
during his absence.
H. C. Ryan, the Santa Fe tie inspector, is on the sick list today.
Superintendent Fox has been in
since the first of the week working on the new time card. It has not
yet been definitely decided when the
daily flyer will go on, as the company
Is delaying a little waiting for the new
equipment.
Mrs. V. I. Maybeld In on today's indisposed list.

Natural Anxiety.
Mothers regard approaching winter,
with uneasiness, children take cold so
cRsliy.
No disease costs more little
livea than croup. Its attack is so sudden that the sufferer Is often beyond
human nid before the doctor arrives,
Such cases yield readily to One Minute Conph Cure. I.lijutfles the mucus,
allays inflammation, removes danger,
Absolutely sate. Acts immediately,
Cures coughs, colds, grip, bronchitis,
all throat and h:n trouble. F. S. Mc
Mahcn, Hampton, Ga., "A bad cold
rendered no voiccb es Just before an
orr.tcrical contest. I intended to withdraw but tool; One Minute Cough Cure.
It restored my voice in time to win
the medal." B. II. Brigts & Co.
J. II. O Rielly & Co.

PURE

SEVEN-YEAR-OL-

FULL
4? QUARTS
l

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BE8T COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS

RYE

D

Sl-O-

EXPRESS
PREPAID

Q

We will send you FOUR FULL QUART BOTTLES of HAYNER'S SEVEN-YEAR-OLRYE for f .(. and we will pay the express charges. Try It and
If you don't find it oil right and as irood as you ever used or can buy from
anybody else at any price, send it back at our expense, and your (4.00 will be
returned to you by next mail. Just think that offer over. How could It be
fairer? If you are not iwrfectly satisfied, you are not out cent. HelUT let
us send you a trial order. If you don't want four quarts yourself, Ket s
friend to Join you. We ship ln a plain sealed case, no marks to show what's
inside.
If you can use SIO narisi or can (ret some of your friends to Join you,
we will ttend yon XO quart) for Sie.4M by Freight Prepaid, thus
saving you 4.00. We have been tn business over DO years and have a
paid-ucapital of (jOO.OUU.OU so you run no risk.
Write our nearest office and do it NOW.

AND

ni

Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

M

DAYTON, OHIO
ST. LOUIS, MO.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
Plumoing.
40
Distillibt, Trot, O.
Established 18t)S
have added a plumbing depart- mi nt and tin shop to o:ir buslners.
When you have anything in this line
Johnston's Stare Line.
to be done see us. tbout it before placAttend special sale of corsets and
Will leave every Tuesday mornlnj accessories at The Economist.
ing your order. Albuquerque hardreturn
for the Jemez Hot Springs and
ware company.
on Thursday?.
One regular trip a OOOOOODOQaOOODOOOOO
o
week and extra trips when ordered. O
Notice.
Four big bargains ln wash 0
European
The Rico Cafa serves the best meals Leave orders at Sturpea
O goods. See display ad. Golden D
T.
JOHNSTON.
tel.
J
A.
tn the city at 16 and 26 cents. Short
D
O Hule Dry Goods Company.
o
orders. 6 cents up. 111 North First
hags,
Trunks,
valises,
suit
tmuu
street.
cases, telescopes. lnreef.t variety ln
from.Oolden Itule Dry
city
to
select
FROM DEMING.
Goods Company.
o- Case Eali Park
Ready Grateful to
McSpadden-Springe- r
Transfer Co.
Governor Otero Social Notes.
Haul anything.
Special Correspondence.
Let us haul your trunks.
Deming. N. M., Oct. 3. Last Friday
evening the weekly dance at the opera
house was attended by a small but seLIVERY, FEED AND SALE.
lect crowd, all of whom enjoyed themselves greatly, the evening being cool
114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
and pleasant for dancing.
Saturday afternoon Mrs. P. R. Smith
Saddle Horses a Specialty. We
cave a tsa to some of her friends,
board horse andhave first class rigs
which all enjoyed. Mr. Lloyd enterL. E. CAREY, Prop.
for hire.
tained the company with some of the
best singing heard ln Deming for a FLOUR AND BhnN IN CARLOAD
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
good while. Mrs. I. Brown also did
LOTS A SPECIALTY.
proud
herself and her hostess
ln this Albuquerque,
New Mexico Second street, between Railroad and
line and as accompanist.
Copper avenue
The Deming base ball park is being
EAKIN
MELINI
rapidly fenced and put Into first class
Horses and Mules bought and exchan-- ;
ed. Livery, Salo, Feed and
condition, so that hereafter visiting WHOLESALE LIQUORS. CIG.
Transfer fitables
teams will not have to depend altoWt handle everything In our Lae
gether on subscriptions for expenses.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Agents
Distillers
We have one of the best little teams in Special
distributors Taylor Willis 4
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
the territory, and tne boys are willing
Louisville. Kentucky
Alburuerque, N. M.
to tnckle anything here in the amateur 111 & First St, Albuquerque, N. "l
V.'e

Mausard's Alills,

MANAGER OP

Albuquerque Abstract Qompany

THE HAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY

Silver
Avenue
Stable

.
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...Bachechi & Giomi...
WHOLESALE DEALERS

I

'

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and I
o
o
Bar Supplies

r

WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OF WINES, LIQUORS AND
CORDIALS OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SOUTHWEST. ORDERS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION. PRICES
GIVEN ON APPLICATION. GENERAL AGENTS FOR LEMP'S ST.
LOUIS KEG AND BOTTLED BEER.

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico

k

BACHECHI
107 and 103 S.

First Street,

GIOMI
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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Tuesday moinins Frank Ec Rogers,
the New York partner of P. R. Smith,
Jr., arrived in Deming to remain permanently. He has gone into the partnership of Stono & Smith, and the firm
?an:e will hereafter be Stone, Smith &
Rogers. Mr. Rogers was forced to close
out the New York business on account
of his health, as Mr. Smith has been in
Deming for somewhat over a year now
for the same reason, and there was little likelihood of either of them being
able to return there and continue the
business.
Tuesday evening. Mrs. P. R. Smith,
Miss Kendrick and Miss Smith entertained about forty friends at a Fan-Taparty. Chinese decorations and dishes
were the order of the evening and of
TRUE ARMOR.
the refreshments, chop sticks being
Proper Fcod Defends Against Disease used in place of fori-i- and iipoons, and
yrhere is an assayer and cnemist in serving as souvenirs or tne evening.
Rosita, Colo., Mr. C. Wulsten, who Tliu refreshment table was a very pretshows by actual every day demonstra- ty sight. After refreshments the first
tion that scientific food will make a prizes were , auctioned off for points
won nt
W. H. Greer winning
man young again. He says:
'The question of proper food which the first prize for gentlemen with fifday.
will assimilate and protect the system teen games to Wis credit, and Mits
Capt. L. C. Fort left this afternoon from lots aud waste of brain and mus- Hamm the lady's prize with a like
for Beaver City, Okla. He goes to help cle, becomes a serious one when man number of points. Consolation prizes
prosecute a man charged with murder advances to my age of past i8. 1 am were awarded to I. 11. Stone and Mrs.
there, and the cae Is called for Mon- continually under a brain and muscle I. Brown, who paid for them, the munificent sum of four points each.
day. Mr. Fort's client is the widow strain which fur the last thirty-fivTuesday tveuiiv;'s train brought
of the murdered man, and it is a splen- Years woie Uiiou me 'Tiouslv. ..IV Ul- did compliment for the captain to get 'i.Ktlnn Um... Inquired ami mv whole :ov. euite a number of Silver Cilyites
lor Euffuio Bill's show, anions them
a call from tuch a distance, aud es- aVKi.,m
! 1:
pecially is it a compliment to his abili'1 saw Graie-Xutin a grr.cc.ry store Mr. and Mrs. Join L. ISmnaido, Ehen
and a
ty ns a criminal lawyer.
tested It in my nurusido, S. II. MfAuniiK'h,
and bought a box.
The stores v. ill all close on the cat;t laboratory and found it coned uccurd-iug- , nuiul.tr of other Silver City notahleu.
sub- A larno nunilier .f holiduy seekers also
tide tomorrow to allow all hands to go
to your declaration of it
o'
Buffalo Bill. They will close stances in proportion with the phos eame in from Douglas and other points
aloni; the Southwestern and Southern
shortly after 1 o'clock and remain phates intact.
I made it my principal
food and I'ucifli lilies, as well as from the out- flosed during the i.erformance.
William Weeks, who has lately re gained in one year 18 pounds in weight lyiiiK ranches.
Wednesday afternoon Buffalo Hill ar
turned liere lion a visit with bis broth and had tne pleasure of seeing my in
After a rived and erected his tents. At 3:i
of Deming. left today digestion leave me entirely.
r. Lice Wiel-.Bvear and a half of its use. I feel twenty he paraded, aud at ti:3u opened his
for Nebraska.
tonight
years younger aud am as strong and doors to the people of Pcming and sur
will
dance
troop
cavalry
The
as before during rounding country. He was largely patMrs. F. B. Romero arrived here this supple as I never
much to his own satisfaction
nftornnnn fiom El Paso to visit with the last decade. I simply have found ronized,
my and undoubtedly to the great amuse
defending
is
which
armor
Beulngo
father-in-law- .
the
Romero
true
her
ment of those who viewed his perform
Hons. Joshua Haynulds and Wallace body against disease and withering ance,
w hich all pronounced excellent.
age.
lamily
here
arrived
navnolds. w ife and
There seems to he a disposition on
I find it of advantage in field work
this afternoon and will remain over for
and when prospecting in the moun- the part of the leading democrats of
the clrcfcs.
visit
tains. When i ga out upon geodetic l.una county not to dispute very hard
baB
been
who
Naudy.
M.
Mrs.
expeditions, I take a quantity of Grape- - the election of Governor Otero's apafternoon
en
friends here, left this
Nuts along with me. This abolishes pointees here, as there is generally a
fur Denver.
feeling of gratitude to him for his asMrs. E. E. Herman, of Lamy. arrived cumbersome baggage and food cooking
sistance m getting the county division.
sugar,
con
of
a
can
A
Mrs
little
utensils.
wltli
to
visit
tiere this altenioou
Grape-Nuts- ,
Hut enough in common with the others
I
my
and
milk,
en
densed
nil
see
the
W. G. Koogler and
have my food in a closely condensed we feel grateful to the governor for
tomorrow.
four pounds this, there are several of the positions
The air brake Instruction car of form, not weighing overhungry.
I uevtr get
Con which could he filled ly more acceptacarry
No.
on
night
and
to
in
last
came
the Santa Fe
ble men than now hold them.
effec
most
are
remaining
the
ce
titrated
today,
7 and Is in the yards
M. K. Clements, of Alabama, is a so
and
until tomorrow night. The car is from tive in all chemical operations, keep
journer here in the interest of his
that
are the
Topeka, in charge of E. V. Turner, and Grape-Nutthe body's laboratory tthe stomach) in patrons there regarding certain minis en route south. Ail employes of the
inperfec t working order. Your product ing property iu the Dragoon
given
are
Fe. who desire,
cnt
is
.,....tnn in the working of the air j perfect."
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MANUFACTURERS OF

Stih, Dccrs, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures.

To-pek- a

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET

oxaor

Mutual Telephone
Albuquerque.

143.

Railroad Avenue and Second 5trect.

?

Wood Turning and .Mill Work of All Kinds to Order,
Mail OrJers Solicited.
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BelenANDRoller MiSls
ELEVATOR

ZEIGER CAFE

I.

QUICKEL & BOTiaE, Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

8

Fan-Tan-

FINEST WHISKIES. IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES 4 COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highett Grade of Lager served.
oct ino Best Imported and Domestic Cigars

K

a
ft

New Mexico Normal
University

11

s
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At Las Vegas.
'
When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
Wheat, write to

Training School for Teachers.
An Academic School for General Edu' 1;jS
cation.
A Preparatory School for College.
An Ideal Kindergarten.
A Model
Primary and Grammar
A

3h
PALMER.
J.
and Fancy Groceries.
Staple
Hay, Grain,

School.

Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention

School.
Classes in every grade from Kindergarten to College.
A Faculty cf Specialists.
Located in the Ideal Residence Town
of New Mexico.
k
A Model High

For information address

Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
501 North

t

EDGAR L. HEWETT, President.

s

EAST LAS VEGAS, N.

-

-M

BELEN, N. M.

JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

Flrt

Albuqueroue

Street

Flour, Feed, Provisions. May
and Qraln.
Imported French . and Italian

Toti & Gradi

Qoods.

DEALERS IN

GROCERIES

AND

UOUORS.

Sole

M.

rr

Telephone 117.

Nw Mexlc.

daUrery

toil

1

at eots lor San

parts of the city.

Antonio Lime.

til, 116, ill North

TUrd Street

(
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and was brought by the company from
one of the eastern cities to work in the
shops. His wife came with Mm, and
they have been living in the round
house, where nearly all the
men are quartered. They are kept In
the shops so as to prevent their coming In contact with the union pickets,
who are watching the shops in an endeavor to get the men to quit working
for the company.

SWITCHES TOO SMALL.

8anta Fe'e Cattle Train Ara

of Record
Breaking Length.
The Emporia Republican says: A
few nights ago there were 440 cars of
cattle from over this division of the
Santa Fe In the stock yards at Kansas
City, and 6i0 in the yards at St. Joe.
Of these aliout 150 cars came from
Emporia, or rather were made up Into
train loads here. For the 150 cars of
live stock only three engines were required to draw them.
Up until a few weeks ago such a
thing was thought Impossible. The engines used were the new prairie
freighters, and they took the three
trains through without mishap, making almost as good time as though
carrying only a moderate load. The
only difficulty experienced was the
matter of arranging for the regular
trains to pass. Many of the Santa Fe
switches were too small to accommodate fifty cars, and the operators were
forced to do some clever planning.
Since success attended this experiment. It will probably be tried again.

'

non-unio- n

Beginning October 1 the employes
of Santa Fe car department and paint
shop at San Bernardino will quit work
at 5 o'clock, or an hour earlier than
has been the custom during the summer months.
The change is made
each year as the days shorten, forcing the company to either shorten its
hours or have' its men working in the
dark during the end of the afternoon
shift.

The Optic says: Passenger Conductor J. M. Leseney has helped himself
to a furlough of a few days by the
grace of the powers that be. Conductor Davidson Is running In his stead
and the latter's car is being held down
If you desire a good complexion use on the steel rails by Conductor Dice.
Mokl Tea, a pur nero drink. It acts
No danger of consumption If you use
on the liver and makes the skin smooth
and clear. Cures sick headache. 25c Foley's Honey and Tar to cure that
and 50c. Money refunded if it does not stubborn cough. Alvarado Pharmacy.
satisfy you. Write to W. H. Hooker &
2o., Buffalo, N. Y., for free samples. J
Employes of the Pennsylvania sys"I. O RleUy & Co., and B. H. Briggs ; tem have been given to understand,
Co.
through division superintendents, that
o
the company will not regard wltn favor
ABOLISH EXCHANGE PASSES.
men who run up bills and neglect to
Western Roads May Follow Lead of pay them. This stand taken by the
Trunk Lines.
Pennsylvania Is the result of almost
Executive officers of the western endless trouble that has come from
lines are considering the advisability having its employes permit their
passes In west- debts to get into such shape that the
tf abolishing exchange
ern territory. J. T. Harahan, chairman company is garnlsheed. The Pennsylof the local pass committee, has writ- vania operates ia West Virginia, the
ten a letter to Chairman Mahoney of laws of which permit the garnisheeing
the Western Pass commission asking of the company for debts contracted by
him to call a meeting for the purpose its men. This means not only that
of considering the pass agreement for double payrolls must often be kept, but
1903.
the corporation Is also put to endless
In the letter Mr. Harahan suggests trouble In courts.
that under existing conditions it might
be beet to abolish all exchange passes
Never Ask Advice.
in the entire western territory from
When you have a cough or cold
Chicago to the Pacific coast, and from don't ask what Is good for It and get
some medicine with little or no merit
the Canadian border to the Gulf.
Asl;
Mr. Harahan points out that the and perhars Cancerous.
for
pass agreement Is likely to be reaffirm- Foley's Honey t.ad 'iar, t'.:c greatest
rc.ne.'.y, !t cures
ed in trunk line territory for the com- throat end lun
ing year, and if so the western lines cough3 and ecl-- s c.i::cl.'.y. Alvarauo
will again be placed at a disadvantage. Pharmacy.
During 1902 the trunk lines have mainM.s. Tho:r.aa Ja' ues, whose husband
tained their traveling men in western
territory at the expense of the western Is station np:er.t for the Santa Fe at
lines. The western lines have at the Socorro, N. M., was a passenger for
same time been compelled to pay for home Tnursday from a trip to Colorado
all transportation for traveling men in parts.
John A. Rors, traveling engineer on
trunk line territory. This, Chairman
Harahan asserts, is manifestly an in- the Santa F? main line, wc3 down from
justice and one under which the west- Las Vegns yesterday.
All employes of the loal shops were
ern lines should not rest the coming
let off yesterday at o'clock to see the
year.
Buffalo Llll's Wild Wrst parage.
Out of Death's Jaws.
H. L. Rollins, v. !t'a t'jo Sar.ta Fe en"When health seemed very near gineering department, Is In the city.
from a severe stomach and liver trouble, that I had suffered with for years,"
writes P. Muse, Durham, N. C, Dr.
King's New Life Pills saved my life
and gave perfect health." Best pills on
earth and only 25c at all druggists.

'

The Topeka State Journal says:
Every man in the car department of
the Topcka shops i3 mad because,
through an unavoidable slip, Albuquerque was given credit "recently for the
rebuilding of the 223 for General Manager Wells, of the Santa Fe coast lines,
when the same was being fitted up at
this point. Correction of the error is
hereby made, and it is stated in addition that all the important car and
equipment construction and repairs
are made at Topeka.

'1

SANTA FE SURGEONS.

They Will Hold o Meeting In Topeka
Next Week.
From all over the system the members of the Santa Fe Railway Medical
and Surgical society will go to Topekff
next week to hold their sixth annual
convention which meets in that city
October 9 and 10. It Is expected that
100 or more of the 160 Santa Fe doctors will be In attendance. All the sessions will be held nt the Topeka hospital, and at 2 p. m. of the first day
Dr. J. P. Kastor, chief surgeon, will
give clinical demonstrations, assisted
by his staff. At 4 o'clock the same
afternoon the society will be In order.
The complete program as arranged
follows:
President address, L. D. Jacobs, M.
D., Emporia, Kan.
H. M. Smith, M. D.. Las Vegas, N. M.
Subject: "Plea for more careful examination of patients sent to hospital by
Discussion; C. B.
local surgeons."
Hill. M. D.. Guthrie, OUla.
D. R. Fly, M. D., Amarillo, Texas.
Subject:
"Notes on personal Injury
L. H. Munn, .u.
case." DiEcues'.oa:
D Topeka, Kan.
J. M. Diaz, M. D.. Santa Fe, N. M.
Subject: "How to treat slight Injuries." Discussion: H. W. Goelitz, M.
D., Osage City, Kan.
J. F. McConnell. M. D.. Las Cruces.
N. M. Subject: "Is there a preperfor-atlvstage o." ulceration In typhoid
fever?" Discussion: C. A. McGuire,
M. D., Topeka, Kan.
E. E. Morrison. M. D Great Bend,
Kan. Subject: "Chloroform fatality."
Discussion: W. C. McDonough, M. D.,
Topeka hospital.
J. D. M. Hamilton, general claims attorney for the Santa Fe. Topeka, Kan.
Subject: "Is a surgeon a necessary
adjunct to railroad companies?" Discussion: W. H. Bogle, M. D., Atchison,
Kan.
e

America's Famous Beauties.
Look with horror on Skin Eruptions,
blotches, eorcs, pimples. They don't
have them, nor will any one, who uses
Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It glorifies
the face. Ecema or Salt Rheum
vanish before It. It cures sore lips,
chapped hands, chilblains. Infallible
for piles. 25 cents at all druggists.
A

suit has been filed in the United

States circuit court at Los Angeles,

by

Attorney General Knox, District Attorney Valentine and Special Assistant United States Attorney J. H. Call,
on the part of the government, against
the Southern Pacific Railroad company. It Is an action to recover the
excess over the purchase price received by the railroad corporation from the
limit
sale of lands within the forty-milof the old Atlantic & Pacific grant
from the San Francisco connections to
the Colorado river, under the act of
July 27, 18CG, and Involves thousands
of acres. A subpoena Is asked requlr- -

n

e
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A Sudden Twinge
Of pain is generally the first warning of
an attack of rheunwtistn. It feels as if
the disease were in the bones or tmiscies,
but the real cause of rheumatism is
found in impure blood. In order to cure
rheumatism the blood must be cleansed
of the poisonous Impurities which are
the cause of the disease.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
has been very successful in the cure of
rneumatism.

Vv

it entirely
cleanses the blood
from the poison-

'. .,

.'

v

ous

substances
which arc the

cause of the disease. It not only
purifies the blood
nut by increasing
the activity of the
blood-makin-

Your laundry Is the most conspicuous feature of your apparel. Therefore requires more attention than
other articles of wear. We'll do it up
for you in a style that'll give you com-foand pleasure. We're experts In
the art of laundering, and do work of
the highest grade at lowest rates.
Shirts, collars and cuffs laundere.I
to perfection. Special attention given
to fine linen. First class service.

jj

glands, it increases
the supply of pure,
rich blood which
adds to the vigor

-

-

rt

of every physical

organ.

Mr R. A.

of Cade.

Willinmi-bur- i
Co., 8 C. write :
" I bad hern trotihicd

with rheumatism fnr
twelve VfflM an hail
at time I couM not leave my hed. I wa hndly
crippled. Tr'd many doctor and two of tlieni
pave me up to die. None of them did me mueli
pood. The paint In my back, hips and leps
(and at time in mv head), would nearly kill
me. My appetite win very Iwd. Kveryhody
who aw me nid I must die. I took five botth
of the 'Golden Medical Discovery.' and fonr
ny health i pood
vials of ' Pellets.' and
after suffering twelve yeara with rheumatism. "

The sole motive for sulwtitution is to
permit the dealer to make the little
more profit paid by the sale of less
meritorious medicines. He gains ; yea
lose. Therefore accept no substitute for
"Golden Medical Discovery."
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cleanse
the bowels aud stimulate the sluggish
liver.
Ing D. O. Mills, Homer S. King and
the Central Trust company, of New
YorK. a trustees, to appear in court to

Imperial Laundry
Back of Postofflcs
New 'Phoi

Old 'Phone
HI3 FIRST PANT8.

VT"I
i:it"l.

Our Specialty is Photographs of Children
We alao make portraits of older children.
Vhi!e at the fair be sure to visit

BUTMAN'S STUDIO

answet to the complaint.
A mettles
of general passenger
21S RAILROAD AVENUE.
agents and auditors of trunk line railroads has been held in New York city
0WrCCHXfCrCHS0CHXrCH0O':'CMaock:
coxoooooooooooo
to consider the establishment of an
mileage bureau, the
Interchangeable
...CONEY ISLAND RESTAURANT....
object being to provide an Interchange118 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
able mileage ticket that will be good
on roads throughout the trunk line terTHE EEST RESTAURANT IN THE CITY.
ritory. Although no official announceCENTRALLY LOCATED.
ment was made, It Is said the
MEALS AT ALL HOURE
REGULAR MEALS 25c'
having in charge the plan of arIN
SHORT
ORDERS
PROPORTION.
proposed
rangements for the
system
Ve serve the best ths market affcrdc both in meats and
has agreei'. on practically all details
vegetables, and the cooking Is unt urpaesed by any restaurant
and will be ready to make a report
In the city. Try us onse and be convinced. Cn tie principal
containing a definite plan and recomctreet, next door east of the Ot. Elrr.o c:lccn. The street
mend the adoption of an interchangeacert prcs In frcr.t of o.:r buHdinj.
ble mileage system at a meeting of the
general trunk line passenger committee October 28.
The plan contemplates the creation of an Interchangea$32.10 To Omaha and return for
Cheap Ratee To Illinois, 'Indiana.
ble mileage bureau, which will have
Toronto, Ontario, New York, tlonal convention Christian church.
charge ot the system.
Pennsylvania, West Virginia. On tale Tickets on sale October 13 and 144,
2 and 3, limited November 4. turn limit November 30. F. L. Meyers,
"DIAMOND ICE.'
agent.
F. L. Meyers, agent.

5.

Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.

I Also Sell Monument)
Office and parlor

E. G.

ft

in

N. Second

Garcia & Co
Dealers In

Sheep, Wool, Hides, Pelts
Goat skins
WRITE FOR PRICES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

L..

J

I

152

J. W. Edwards

H. SHOEMAKER
209 West Gold avenue.

Next to First National Dank.

New

&,

Second Hand Furnitur

Stoves and Household Goods.
Kc siring a Specialty.

Furniture stored and packed for
Highest prices paid for

shipment.
second-ban-

d

"LIAMOND

household goods.
ICE-- "

IP TO
,

Stricken With Paralysis.
Henderson Grimett, of this place,
was stricken with partial paralysis and
roompletely lost the use of one arm
and side. After being treated by an
eminent physician for quite a while
without relief, my wife recommended
Chamberlain's Pain Balm, and after
using two bottles of it he is almost
entirely cured. Geo. R. McDonald,
Man. Logan county, W. Wa. Several
other very remarkable cures of partial
paralysis have been effected by the
use of this liniment. It is most widely
known, however, as a cure for rheumatism, sprains and bruises. For tale
by all druggists.

ATI IKk.

t

0O
AGO

o

Owing to the fact that Superintendent of Motive Power Henderson was
Buninioned to Texas to assist in moving the cotton crop a week ago, the
meeting of mechanical superintendents and master mechanics in this city
was postponed until Thursday and Friday, October 9 and l".

Geta free sample of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets at all druggists. They arc easier to take cud
more pleasant in effect than pills. Then
their use is not followed by constipation as is often the case with pills.
Regular size. 2"c per box at all drirr-gitts- .
James
master
morning
spent at

Foley, an employe of the local
mechanic's oi!. e, lelt this
f"r a two weeks' vacation
his old home at Alexandria,

Mo.
Lock

out fcr Fever.

uih! liver (!iMrdc;s at'
this season n;.y be pivvi nte.i l.y cleans-- '
ins the ssiem v. iih I'e Witt's Little'
Karly List is. These f:imous littie;
11' t
i:t'le. They n.oVe the'
pillsi ill

UiIior:'.ts

lopioucly. and

bowels gently,

l.y

properties, give
of t!c t i
tone ami Mr. luth to the glunilu. II.
Co. J. II. O Kielly &
H lilies
Co.
o
Probably the t'nt baby ever born in
a railroad' round house was horn in the
shops of the I nion Pacific company at
Cheyenne. Wyo.. a few weeks ago.
The parents arc Mr. and Mrs. John

rusua

'llajl.

t

Hall is a

nou-uuio- u

machinist,

j
j

mum, mm 1M,
i
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W. V. Wolvln, D. r. S.. Dental
rrjlnff prepare. ions iir.pty dsv.
Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
opdrycatanh; they dry nr the fevretio:.it,
St. John's Episcopal Church 10 a. block. Both 'phones.
which adhere to tho
and decora
m., Sunday school; 11 a. m. morning
As usual Zelger's Cafe will tonight pose, cnoslnj n f:ir moro orr.oua trueble tb".c
Powsubject
service and sermon,
"The
serve one or their best free lunches. :H6 crd::ii.ry f.ix.j4 ciu.jh.
ok allrii v.
er of God;" holy communion after
It will be appetizing and toothsome i:- - inhnUnfi,
puio'--ts
sin) tnu. i
Hid nan tUit rtu.ili
7:30 p. m., evening prayer and and you will not tercet it.
tnahen
hof.la Ely's Crtua Ta.ia U Rne'i n ra;edy
sermon, subject "The Book of GeneSlip
a
Mnny
and wJl eun enUra cr co'.d in ha be:?d
sis;" open air service at 3 p. m., corner on the 1c There's
or wet prounci at this time ensi'y and j.!.!;:;-A trial tiro will be
of Marble avenue and Fourth street.
1 img.aln sell th
of year, and many a sore spot In conse- rnnuoa ur 1 J cauH.
Rev. Richard Richter, of the Luther quence.
BUO f,:y iirotcr,
o," caution will
amn Ht , N.Y
No
an church, went to Helen last night. guarantee youamount orcident. That
:u witiioui ra'a, dots net
ibe Cnlm
against
Irr;:ate
cr tno irjcularr. It rrrwyli itself
He will hold Bervlcesat that place on is why we keep Perry Davis' Painkiller
over aa Imtatod nud a:ipr7 snrface, roliev.
Sunday.
on nand to relieve the ame or i.ruised
jmaiet!;ilt8!T
lhe il Tful inflammation
Immaculate Conception Early mass nesn, ana sore, throwing muscie. u in?With
Ely's
Cream Dalta you are srueJ
mass,
7;
children's
at
for children Finn p v n n rnllor t ,i tu-- frpnnrnrlnna
nit.K.Hl Pat.li .nJ R.. tMi
only, and Sunday school, 9:15; high There is but one Painkiller, Perry
mass and sermon at 10:30; beads, con- Davis'.
AUCTION.
Thursday, October 8, 1:30 p. m., 418
ference and benediction at 7:30 p. m.
First Congregational church, east
North Fourth street, at the home of
TIME TO PAUSE.
I
end of viaduct, W. J. Marsh, pastor
Mrs. W. E. Talbot. I will sell the entire
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.; sermon Don't Keep Your Children In School
contents of her nice home at auction,
by pastor at 11 a. m.; Junior Endeavor
consisting of refrigerator. Majestic
You May be Sorry.
at 3 p. m., Mrs. G. L. Hopping, superDon't keep your children In school range, kitchen utensils, handsome oak
intendent; Y. P. S. C. E., 6:30 p. m.; until you have their eyes tested, for it dining table, beautiful china closet,
preaching at 7:30 p. m. by Rev. Wm. Is a fart that children
have been un- Singer sewing machine, five center ta
Sloan, member of the Presbyterian able to keep up and graduate with bles, chairs, four rockers, wicker ware,
synod. Music morning and evening their class for no other reason than couch, parlor sofa, tea table, three
.
heating stoves, three iron beds,
under the directorship of Prof. J. faulty vision.
Douglas Walker. All cordially invited
springs, pillows, chefonier,
Not knowing never having 'been
and strangers welcome.
taught what .normal vision is like, hundsome hall carpet, four large vel
Christian Science Services at Odd they suppose they see as well as any vet and Brussels rugs, four Smyrna
Fellows' hall at 11 o'clock Sunday mor one, and pass through school far below rugs, writing desk, lamps, ' house
ning.
the average In scholarship. Their poor plants, etc.. also lot of chickens, Call
Highland Methodist Church
sight is the cause of their being Judged and inspect goods Wednesday before
school at 10 a. m.; Epworth league of inferior Intelligence and they know the sale.
H. S. KNIGHT.
at 6:45 p. m.; preaching at K a. m no better themselves. Give your child
and 7:30 p. m. Everybody welcome. an equal chance to obtain an educaAuctioneer.
n
Special meeting by the choir. ,
tion. I wfil test their eyes and if
Good Overcoats.
Rev. F. V. Fisher is the name of the glasses are not found to be necessary,
I have a large assortment of fall and
new pastor for the Lead Avenue Meth- no charge will be maue. S. T. VANN,
very
odist church. He comes from Visalia, Doctor of Optics, with S. Vann & Son, winter overcoats for sale. Prices
be
these
at
sold
will
Stock
reasonable.
Cal., where he had charge of the MethJewelers and Druggists.
prices for a limited time only. H
odist church there, and with his family
o
209 South Second street.
will arrive in the city next Wednesday
Fine and refresning free lunch at Yanow,
morning. Rev. C A Bunker, of the Zelger's Cafe tonight.
Cold Storage.
Lead Avenue Methodist church, as anHaving completed our extensive Ice
Free
Cabinet
hot
The
at
lunch
nounced in The Citizen yesterday afplant, we have plenty of cold storage
ternoon, has ben transferred to
room and are ready for orders from
Bring in your tinware and have it those desiring cold storage. We. can
Baptist church, Broadway and Lead repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com- give any desired temperature from 60
avenue The postor, H. J. Powell, is pany
Southwestern
degrees to freezing.
at home Thursday evenings at 211
Brewery and .ce company.
o
o
An excellent hot free lunch at the
South High Street Tomorrow's servPiccalilli.
ices: Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.; Cabinet saloon tonight.
New Mexico Piccalilli made to order
public worship with sermon by the pas
The free lunch that will be served ln any Quantity by Henry Goetz chef
tor on "The Grace Also." Lord's sup
at the zeiger Cafe tonight wm not De at sturges restaurant. Leave orders
per to follow. Young people's union equauea
Dy any in town, a coruiai in1023 North Second street.
at 7:15, topic "A Searching Question." vitation Is extended
to all to enjoy it. at
o
Evening service at 7:30. Another "ser
o
STOVE WORK.
Deming will be tne great smelter
mon In song, . theme "The Great Love
Go to E. J. Post & Co. to have your
Story of the Bible." A seat and wel :enter. Two large plants will be in
witfcln the vear.
stalled
stove
work done and get a good Job by
come for yourself and friends.
o
competent mechanics. .
Zelger's Cafe will tonight serve a
A Word to Travelers.
fine free lunch. It will be Just what is
GENTLEMEN!
The excitement incident to traveling wanted on a hot evening.
o
Call and examine our new fall samand change of food and water often
Go to the White Elephant tonight
ples 2300 patterns to select from.
brings on diarrhoea,
and for this and enjoy the bigt free lunch served .n
Our tailoring Is unexcelled. The
reason no one should leave home with- town.
.
style, price and quality, compels
out a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic,
o
Tin, ctuvanized iron and coppei ! you to be our customer. '
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. For
work. Albuquerque Hardware compa- Nettleton Tailoring Agency, 215 8.
sale by all druggists.
ny.
'
Second Street.
o
Deputy United States Marshals Fred
An excellent hot free lunch at tne
Fornoff and Frank Hall returned yes
terday from Taos county, where they Cabinet saloon onight.
o-went a few days ago to quell a threat
0. W. STRONG & SONS, U
Qulckel.& Bothe, proprietors of Zelened uprising of the Indians of that ger's Cafe, invite their many patrons
H
neighborhood. The gentemen say that to enjoy the free lunch that will be
Undertakers
provided tonight.
the uprising was all Imaginary.

WHERE TO WORSHIP.
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One of the many

Style 558

NEW FALL STYLES WE ARE
SHOWING.
PLENTY MORE JUST
AS GOOD.
WE HAVE WOMEN'S
HEEL SHOES IN TURN WELTS
AND McKAY'S

I

,

I

j

'

If

.

L. BELL & CO.
Cout'i Second

Nob. 118 and

St

"Krippendorf"
Stamped on a shoe means standard of
merit; they have stood the test of time
and are known the world over as having the dependable features of shoe:
8TYLE,
COMFORT,

DURABILITY.
New Fall Styles

Just Opened.

T. MUENSTERMAN
203 West Railroad Avenue.

.

"

in red, green or black, 65c to $1.60;
children's red felt slippers GOc to $1.00,
at C. Clay's Popular Priced Shoe Store,
208 West Railroad avenue.
o
U
Carpenters' and machinists' tools of
New goods arriving fast; something
and
Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs all kinds. Albuquerque
Hardware
new dally at The Economist.
and colds and prevents pneumonia
company.
Embalmers
Deming has a magnificent school Take no substitutes. Alvarado Phar
rO go to The Cabinet-nnsystem.
macy
20 Years' Experience In this City H
If you get hungry,
o
enjoy a free hot lunch. Open toDeming. the coming city of New
$45.00 to Chicago and Return Ac night.
i Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Mexico.
North Second St.
count Biennial Convention Republican
o
Demlng, the railroad center of New
Deming water la chemically pure
BOTH PHONES.
Cooling
lunch
and
free
refreshment
2
League,
on
3.
October
and
Tickets
lexloo.
'
equal to Polan Springs.
sale September 30 and October 1; re at the White Elephant tonight.
Deming. the gateway to the best
pure
Deming
make
water
ozone
and
turn limit October 6. F. L. Myers.
The thrifty buyer knows that the
Hit of Old Mexico.
strong and healthy people.
agent
"Lfon Store", is the money saving spot.
Window shades in all colors and
LOAN
o
No tuberculosis preservaline or colWhere else on this green earth can
trldths at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad oring
In Matthews' Jersey milk.
Paul Wunschmann, the well known you buy the finest $1.50 men's shirts
Special on ladles' lancy neck ribbon,
fire insurance agent of Santa Fe, spent at 48c. The Lion Store.
On diamonds, watcnes or any gooa
Deming la a great health resort
security. Great bargains ln watches
worth 35c. only 10c, at ?he Economist. baa no superior In climate for the cure last night in the city and returned to
o
A cordial invitation is extended to of every description.
the capital this morning. He was ac
Mexican nram worse In endless va- of pulmonary troubles.
A. h. vnrinw.
Look into Kleinwort's market on ompanled by his partner, O. C. Wat ell ta enjoy the free lunch which the 209 South Eecond street,
riety ut Albeit Faber's, 305 Railroad
frw doors
evenue.
North Third street. He has the nicest son, who will enjoy a few days here White Elephant will place before its
north ot vcstoflle.
not
patrons
evening.
will
be
It
this
daughter,
In Doming you can buy lets for $100 fress meats in the city.
and the surpassed
with his wife and
in town.
trhfttrw!!) pay yon 100 per cent
isas
We are sola egents tor Wheeler & parents of Mrs. Watson.
tba-twelve months.
Wiison sewing machines. Albert FaA delicious free hot lunch at The
In Mexican drawn
SO SOOTHING.
urk we are ber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Cabinet tonight.
howic a bl-- j assortment.
Albert
Why buy high priced lots whea you
o
Faber. 305 P.ailrXl avenue.
The best free lunch ln the city will
can get them cheap In Doming now, Its Influence Has Been Felt by So
be served at the White Elephant toyou been there? It with certain advance assured?
Demmg! Jtt
Many Albuquerque Readers.
night aad all are cordially invited,
not. yonfuld fct there for the big
Agricultural lands In Deming are uno
alto ifuts oh the 17th of this month. surpassed for fertility, production of
The soothing influence of relief
Water Consumers.
After suffering from itching piles
Dta.,ng! Dont overlook It If you fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
Water tax Is due, payable between
are looking for a sale and paying In
From eczema or any Itchiness of the
We carry the largest variety or lin1st and 5th of month, at office of under,
yestmeat.
skin
elty.
oil
In
and
cloths
oleums
this
Makes one feel grateful to the rem signed.
In Deming another good Lotel la Albert Faber. 305 Railroad avenue.
WATER SUPPLY CO.
.
edy
seeded to accommodate the enormous
o
pouulaticn.
Increase
Doan's Ointment has soothed hun
A fine-frelunch. Just what you want
dreds
60x7560x75.
ln this weather, at the White Elephant
I F.I
Fresh Cut Flowers.
Here's what erne Albuquerque citizen tonight.
To New York City and return. TickIVES, THE FLORIST.
says:
For colj weatiier:
Women's felt ets on sale October 1 to 3 inclusive;
A. M. Whitcomb, nursery, corner of
14. F. L. Myers,
October
limit
return
lace stiotF, 5125 to 11.50, women's felt
Eighth and Tijeras streets, says: "In
slippers, ila1a or with lur trimmings, Agent.
my estimation there is no ointment for
Y
uQogficQ9gctcoo.aQooQppooQpgAg.aaaaaa.aasag.g.ag.aaaaaaAaA the purposes it is used that ran equal
DRY GOODS
GOLDEN
6, i
v
n
. r Doan'a. There was a spot just below
my knee which annoyed me for ten
I
years. Unlike eczema it did not spread
FOR EVERYTHING IN
but at times it itched so exasperatlngly
or
bed
I
went
to
sat
particularly
after
:
j
y
'".
by the stove, that I scratched It until
Goods
Dry Goods, Clothing,
We have just received
it smarted before relief came. I tried
every salve and ointment I came
the new stiff and soft
across, when one did not help I liought
another and slapped it on. Reading
styles direct from the fac
about Doan's Ointment induced me to
go to the Albuquerque Pharmacy and
tory.
N
3
pay four bits for a box. In a few days
the itchiness ceased and the life of the
Derbies
art affected was killed for up to date,
The Eagle brand stylish
and it is now over six months since I
..
stopped the use of the salve there has
.,
derby only
not been a symptom of its reappearance."
are now open lor your inspection. Largest stock ot
Price 50
For sale by all dealers.
Co., Buffalo, N.
cents. Foster-MilburMerchandise ever brought to Albuquerque.
We have a full line of
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and take
OUTING
TRAVELING
no substitute.

r
MONEY TOUCAN.
On dUmouas, wstcnes, etc or any
good security; alio househoM goods
stored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue
.
(v
!
CITY NEWS. .

uxxxxooooooooooocx
IT COSTS NO MORE THAN THE OTHER KIND AND IS ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED IN EVERY RESPECT ANY GARMENT
NOT SATISFACTORY IN WEARING QUALITY CAN BE RETURED
TO THE MANUFACTURER AND A NEW GARMENT WILL BE
SENT TO YOU FREE OF CHARGE IN ITS PLACE. OUR

HIGH ART. FALL SUITS.
ARE REALLY MASTER PIECES OF FINE TAILORING.
WE
HAVE THEM IN ALL THE NEW FABRICS AND NEW CUTS-TH- REE
AND FOUR BUTTON 8ACKS, SQUARE CUTS AND ALSO
THE NEW
OUR
PRICES
WILL STAND FAVORABLE COMPARISON WITH ANYTHING IN
THE TERRITORY. SUITS OF THE HIGHEST CLASS RANGE
FROM $14.00 to $22.00 AS STATED BEFORE
TWO-BUTTO-

DOUBLE-BREASTE-

mat-tressts-

CANNED GOODS,
to be nutritious and 'Wholesome, must
be the best that money can buy, and
none but the most reliable, true and
tried brands are offered by J. F. Bell
& Co. Deleterious
effects on the
health follow tl9 use of inferior goods,
What we sell we know are pure, fresh
and wholesome as they are delicious
in flavor, preserving the natural taste
of the fruit or vegetables or meat.

J.

Buy Insured Clothing!

1

FROM $1.65 TO $3.50;

OXFORDS AND STRAP SLIPPERS
FROM $1.25 TO $3.00; AL80 A COM- PLETE LINE OF SPRING HEEL
SHOES FOR WOMEN, MISSES AND
CHILDREN, AT POPULAR PRICES.
WE HAVE EVERY CONFIDENCE IN
OUR LINE AND WE BELIEVE IT
YOUR ARE
WILL PLEASE YOU.
ALWAYS WELCOME TO EXAMINE
OUR STOCK.

190

I

I

201-21-

A FREE INSURANCE POLICY
WILL BE MAILED TO YOU DIRECT BY THE MAKERS OF THIS
HIGH GRADE CLOTHING. THIS POLICY IS AN IRON-CLAAGREEMENT FROM THE MANUFACTURER TO YOU THAT ANY
GARMENT NOT SATISFACTORY WILL BE REPLACED TO YOU
FREE OF CHARGE. ASK YOURSELF IF ANY CONCERN COULD
SIGN SUCH AN AGREEMENT UNLESS ITS
CLOTHING WERE
SUCH IS OUR LATEST OFFER,
OF THE VERY BEST QUALITY.
AND WE ASK YOU TO CALL AND SEE THE GOODS.
OOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

...SIMON STERN.

.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier
3Qoqcococcooocoo
LOCOOOOCODCOOOC

E. J. POST & CO.
C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOsA,

Proprietors.

HARDWARE.
American Jewel Base Burners, Radiant Home Base
Burners, Cole's Hot Blast Heaters, Soft Coal
and Wood Heaters, Quick Meal Steel
Ranges, Banquet Steel Ranges
.....and Cook Stoves.....
.

REPAIRS

WE

FURNISHED

EMPLOY

FOR ALL

ONLY

MAKES OF

THE MOST

STOVES

COMPETENT

STOVES

MECHANICS

CLEANED,

AND

BLACKENED

DO ONLY

AND 8ET UP.

GOOD WORK.

I

1

1

cyiONEYlO

PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED BY
REGISTERED PHARMACIST.

T

--

$$$$$.

POSTAL
PHARMACY

e

2 DOORS NORTH OF POSTOFFICE.
S. VANN & SON, PROPS.

COMPA

RULE

Stetson Hats

'VucfJ

Shoes, Furnishing

:for:

Men, Women and Children

V

7

$4.00

Our Fall and Winter Goods...

'V)

9

--

I

?z

-f--

E.

$2.50

v

xo

;

n

1

HATS AND CAPS at very
I reasonable prices.

v:-

h
s

Albuquerque Hardware Company

WASHBURN

Dr. C. F. Blacklngton, sheriff of

So-

corro county, came up. from that place
this morning to attend the trial of
Juan Armijo. charged with the murder
of Placido Sandoval, which was to
come up in Judge Baker's court today,
SheritT Blacklngton captureu the supposed murderer a short time after the
tragedy occurred.

GOLDEN RULE
Dry Goods Company

THE BIG

STORE

WITH

LITTLE

PRICES

Builders and General Hardware
Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.
HERDERS
niNERS

TENTS

WALL

WEDGE

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLE S AND CARB1NEC
13) WE ST GOLD AVENUE.

SUBSCRIBE

FOR

THE DAILY CITIZEN

